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INTRODUCTION
The following study is an effort to evaluate the effect of planned
exercises for developing auditory and visual discrimination on beginning
reading.
Many children have difficulty in reading because they lack the ability
1.
to see and hear likenesses and differences in words. Preliminary studies
have shown that these abilities can be taught. Also, that the child* I learn
ing rate—as measured by the number of words retained following a twenty-
minute teaching period—increases with specific training to develop these
skills. These studies were made at the end of the first halfi of Grade One
on a comparatively small number of children who had not made normal progress
in reading.
This study is an attempt to analyaa the effect of such exercises when
given at the beginning of the sohool year to a normal first grade population
It is an evaluation of planned visual and auditory training as it affects:
1. The learning rate of children in beginning reading,
2. The actual reading scores,
3. The change in the child's visual perception of words, and
4. The change in the child' 6 auditory discrimination between like-
nesses and differences in words.
I.
Murphy, Helen A., "An Evaluation Of Exercises For Developing Auditory
Discrimination In Beginning Reading", Unpublished
M.A. Thesis, Boston University, 1940.
Juhkins, Kathryn M., nThe Construction and Evaluation of Exercises For
Developing Visual Discrimination in Beginning Read-
ing", Unpublished Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University,
1940.
//
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CoAPTER I
SUMlwAHY OF FREVIOUS RESEARCH
• The term "reading; readiness" first beoame popular in the docade be-
ginning in 1920* Its importance la educational literature has continued,
fostered by studies of child development—particularly those concerning
1.
maturation. Harrison suggests that while formerly reading readiness has
been thought' of only in connection with beginning reading "the program now
concerns itself with preparation for reading at all educational levels in
which reading is used as a tool of learning". In this s-uidy, however,
reading readiness is used only as it affects beginning reading in the de-
velopment of skills necessary for the child to read without confusion.
2.
Gates suggests that there are different interpretations of the factors
affecting reading readiness by people working in the roading field. One
group defines it as an expression of interest or purpose in the child;
another group considers mental age the most vital factor] while still
another group classifies it as a period of general maturation—mental,
physical and social.
3.
Hillard and Troxell, studying the effect of previous experiences on
beginning reading, ooncluded that "ohildren with rich background are more
•
strongly equipped to attack the printed word because of enriched meanings
and thought whioh such experiences bring to the task".
1.
Harrison, L.M., Reading Readiness, Houghton Mifflin, 1939.
2«
Gates, A.I,, "Basio Principles in Reading Readiness Testing", Tsachors
College Record, Vol. 40 1 Pp. 495-506, Varch 1999m
3.
Hillard, C,H.,A "Informational Background as a Factor in heading :leadi-
Troxell, E. nesa and Reading Progress", Elementary School Journal,
Vol. 38 t Pp. 255-263, 1937.
1

TSeveral studies have been made oonoerning the mental ape necessary for
1.
success in beginning reading Davidson reports success in teaching reading
2.
to children of four years mental age. Monroe's findings show that a rental
3.
age of six years does not guarantee success in beginning reading. Raguse
4.
concludes a mental age of five years is sufficient for success. Gates
summarized and studied data concerning the mental age and success in learn-
ing to read and concludes that statements of results have little signifi-
cance "as there is no typical First Grade. Things do not affect all methods
nor all types of children the some". Fro... these studies it appears thut
no one mental age is a guarantee of success in beginning reading*
More recent research investigations tend to emphasise the rolo of
visual and auditory discrimination in developing the skills necessary for
5.
a child to learn to reaa without confusion. Monroe reported a correlation
of .66 plus or minus .04 between reading achievement and the scoros on the
auditory tests for reading readiness. This is a higher correlation than any
other single score on the battery, which includes visual, motor, articulation
and language tests.
1.
Davidson. H.P., "An Experimental Study of Bright, Average and Dull
Children at the Four Year Mental Level", Genetic
Psychology Ponographs, Vol. Si ;os. 3 i 4, 1931.
2.
Monroe, V. Children Who Cannot Read, Universit;- of Chica o iress
1932.
3, Ra.zuse, F.W. "Qualitative and Quantitative Achievement in First
Grade Reading", Teachers Collogo Record, Vol. 32,
Pp. 42 1-426, February 1931.
4.
Gates, A.I. "The Necessary Vental Age for Beginning Reading",
Elementary School Journal, Vol. 37 t Pp. 498-508,
March 1937.
^•Monroe, M. "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Prediction of Success
and Failure in beginning Reading", Education, Vol. 56
Pp. 7-14, Sept. 193b.
1
j1
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From an extensive study of many tests for predicting reading success
Gates and others concluded that "raading readiness is something that child-
ren have acquired in varying degrees; it is something to be taught and not
a series of attributes for the development of which a teaoher can do nothing
reading progress are tests of abilities, interests, and tecliniques which
can be learned, and consequently, successfully caught*. Many of the tests
p
Gates selected as valuable predictive measures are concerned with visual and
auditory discrimination as
i
1. Tests of Word Recognition (visual)
2. Tests of riving words which begin or end with the sane sound as
a given sample (auditory)
3* Teats of blending word sounds given orally (auditory)
4. Tests of reading letters of the alphabet (visual).
3.
Wilson ana others reporting on a study in beginning reading which they
carried on for three years conclude that reading readiness is in reality
reading progress In the initial stages of learning to read. They see two
aspeots in it, namely mechanics and interests, and state that no inherent
qualitative differences explain the rate of progress in reading. Rather,
these authors find these differences may b« explained mainly in terms of
learning, with the mastery of letter symbols—both visual and auditory—the
most important part of the process. Their -udy reported that the children
Gates, A. I,, "Methods oi Determining Reading r'.eadinesa"., ' lenontary
RuoBoll J'h School Journal, Vol. 40» Pp. 165-167, November 1D59.
Gate*, A.I., "Basic Principle)*' in Reading Readiness lesting", Teacher
College Record, Vol. 49i Pp. 495-506, ilarch, 1.39.
o
.
F
n
T
* "Reading Progress in KlAdergarten and Primary Grades",
;. ."*->! . Flnmnp-Axu — "» inumal u«i . xa • p«. - \? --iiO -Feb*
—
1
•
1
fe_ —
Garrison, G.G.

reoo/nized certain sounds as letters already familiar and used this know-
ledge in finding the ntt* word* presented to them, different groups of
children studied In three successive years support their ooneljpion that
suoh auditor discrimination is used as an aid in attacking nor; words.
Their correlations of r -adir.g success rith readiness scores on tho abilJty
in naming letters was ,74, with r.ivin.r phonic originations was .04, with
glvinr. letter sounds was #70, on-i witfi writing words was ,64. Thoce were
auoh more significant predictive measures than any others used, even better
than the aental age which had a correlation of .66.
Aooanb^oonolude.; that visual and auditory discrimination, poroeption
and assooiability aro hif.hly si. :ii: loant factors in relation to reading
ability, Hj reports a correlation of .70 plus or minus ,02 between reading
and visual memory of -srora pattern.
2.
Meek analysed trie possible oljee in word recognition and concluded
thatj "Word perception depends to a larre extent upon the ability to select
certain characteristics of a word by which it may be rooonised, the char-
acteristics used to identify the words frequently varying with the situation
In which the word occurs* The aLillty to reoornixe words by suoh charaotor-
isties as length, general confIf oration, peculiar shape of n letter, and tho
like, depends upon the formation of certain perceptual habits."
*Aooob, Allan "Study of tho Psychological Factors in .ioaiir..; and
Spelling", Unpublished 2d, V, Thesis, Boston University
Jaonool of dduoation 1936,
2,
Week, Lois A Study of Learning and Retention in Young Children",
Contributions to Education
, No. 164, Teashere "ollo.-e,
Columbia University 1325.

In sunanariitlng her study Meek reports}
1. "Children hit upon certain letters or groups of letters for
means or identification of words.
2. Initial and final letters plue letters of peculiar formation
seem to bo selected ac clues.
3. The due seleoted seems to be dependent upon the total
situation set up. n
Wilson and rlenin,:;* reported a similar conclusion. The children used
in tills study were found to be letter cjnsoiojs in the early stages of
reading. Initial likenesses seemed more apparent than final likenesses,
although the latter ability was indicated to some extent. The evidence from
this study seemed to show that young children give attention early to letter
forms and sounds and use them as keys to reading.
2.
Davidson studies the confusing letters of the alphabet and concluded
that "Increase in ability to discriminate between letters oo ies with in-
creasing mental maturity and expecially with experience with these confusing
letters* These letters may be confusing at first, but with the use and
praotioe, they come to be recomized as different letters".
Paybe"*studied the use of the quick flash device in reading and con-
cluded that "The process toy which a p;ood reader in Grade Four leans a new
word may not differ necessarily from the process by whioh a be "inner in
Grade One learns it. The good reader has the advantages of confidence
1.
Wilson. F. <k "Letter Consciousness of Be i liners in Reading", J- -umal
Fleaacing O.W, q£ Oanetlo psychology, Vol, 53 1 Pp. 273-205, 1058.
2.
Davidson, HeIan P. "A Study of Confusing Letters, b,d,p, anc1 q", Pedagogi-
cal Seminary and Journal o:' Oenetlo Psycholoiy , Vol . M
Pp. VSF^ESm, Dooember 1935.
S.
Payne, Cassis MJ» Derivation of Tentative Norms for Snort .xpoeures
Spenoer in Reading", Harvard Monographs in Education
,
No. 10,
Harvard University Press, Chicago, 1930.

•arriving from paat auoooaa and of some familiarity with certain elements of
the word. There appeara to be no aaycholo ioal reason why any ohild of
average intelligence oannot bo ^iven this aame coni idnnoe and familiarity
with words and their elements by adequate training".
Sullivan and McCarthy* studied five frequently used reading readiness
testa, and reported visual discrimination to be a factor inoluded in all of
the five testa. Its:r.« lor auditory discrimination appeared in several of
these teste.
21
Carroll atudied sex differences in visual and auditory discrimination
on the reading readiness level and reported girls suporior &o boys in visual
discrimination for length of words. She also reported i tendency for ;-irls
to be better than boys in the auditory discrimination required to distinguish
between sounda in words.
3.
Monroe atudied the influence of poor auditory discrimination upon
reading defeot cases at the institute for Juvenile Research. She compared
a group of thirty-two uneelected first Grade children with thirty-two young
non-readers, and found that "lack of precise auditory discrimination -*'aa
found to impede the learning which involves auditory impressions" . Both
1.
Sullivan, H.B. k "An Evaluation of Reading Readiness Materials",
McCarthy, Joaephine Education, Vol. 62: Pp. 40-13, September 1941.
2.
Carroll, K.W. "Sex differences in Reading Readiness", Unpublished
Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University, 1941.
3.
Monroe, Marion Children Who Cmmot "gad, University of Chicago
Preaa, 1932, Pp. 93-95.

Sgroups of ohildron were also given s visual auditory learning test in which
eaoh ohlld was required to associate nonsense syllables with nonsense forrr.s.
Monroe obtained a correlation of .51 plus or minus .093 between the nui.ber
of errors mads in the auditory word-discrimination test and the number of
suooesses in the vis»al-aucitory learning test for the group of non-readers.
Only two percent of the reading-defect cases were classed as defective in
hearing on the whispered-voice and wat' h-ticking tests* Monroe concluded
a poor score on the auditory word-uiBcrinination test did not necessarily
indicate lack, of auditory acuity go far as sound intensities were ooncernod.
Instead, she suggests that "the lack of auditory discrimination :\juy be a
special defect in hearing just as color-blindness is a special defect in
1.
vision" • h. lack of discrimination of certain sounds ruay lead to a con-
fusion of words, which in turn, affects reading progress.
Monroe also gave a test for the ability to oo.r.bine sounds orally in
word building to determine to what extent the readin -defect case? were
handicapped in their perception of the sound blends of -words. She reports
that the reding-defeot group (239 cases) was significantly difforon-; frosi
ths control group (125 oases) in the ability to combine the isolated sounds
into words. She interprets the blapdal distribution as an indication that
the reading-defeet cases contain two groups or types, of children—"one of
which is decidedly handicapped in auditory perception of sound patterns,
and the other which is not so handicapped, but probauly has other causative
factors in the reading-defect".
1
'Ibid, P. 95
2,
Ibid, P. 97

Robinson* in summarising clinical atudi©8 at the University of Chicago
Orthogenic School reports that many of the poor readers, though nor/.al in
hearing acuity, were unable to discriminate between similar sounds or
words* In investigating suitable methods cf tr ataient for these cases, $he
•tates that preliminary tests of auditory discrimination were used to dis-
cover those children who had been unable to profit by the phonetic approach
to beginning reading. 8peoial exercises were then given these hanc icapped
children to develop discrimination before any phonetic training in the
reading work was attempted. Speech training was also often necessary in
this type of oase. Robinson concludes that the preliminary training in
auditory discrimination proved valuable for both the speech and reading
work which followed.
2.
Murphy and Junkins studied the effectiveness of a formalize teaching
program in auditory and visual discrimination. The program consisted of
thirty ten-minute exercises in auditory discrimination of word elements,
and an equal number of exeroisea in visual discrimination of word elements.
These exercises were given during a six-weeks period to groups of children
who had made little or no progress in reading during the first semester of
the first grade. One ^roup of fifty children received speoial training in
auditory discrimination; a second group, training in visual aiscrimination;
a third group, the control, received no special training, but continued with
their regular reading work.
1.
Robinson. Helen M. "Types of Deficient Readers and Methods of Treatment"
from "Kecent Ivends in Reading" Edited by W.S. Gray,
Supplementary Education ~1 Monorraj-'h
,
Vol . 49j?p. 1G5-
166, November 1939.
2.
Murphy, Helen A. A "increasing the Rate of Learning in First Grade :tead-
Junkine. Kathryn K. ing t!
,
i-ducation, Vol. 62 1 Fp. 37-3D, Sept. 1941.

The following results of the study ware noted
t
l« All groups aw.de pro^rt'ss in visual discrimination, but the
special visual froup irji.de a greater gain than the othor tiro,
2. In auditory discrimination, the special auditory croup
showed r»rlced pro, -roes while the other groups r.«ade airport
no gain.
3. The learning rate of the trro expcri^tital groups as indicated
by the retention of words taurht was found to be tw5ce as
Croat at the <*nd of the training period as at the beginning.
The control group had only Improved sli"htly in this respect.
Both sets of exercises appeared to be effective in lnorcasin- the rate
of learning to read*
The evidence from these investigations appears to stress the si r.ifi-
oanoe of auditory and visual discrimination In determining s MMWtf in bo-
finning reading. The abilities can be taught. Therefore, the following
study is an > ' tempt to aeasure the effect of planned exercises for devel-
oping auditory and visual discrimination on beginning reading when the
exorcises are given at the be (;inninE of the sohool year to a noraal first
grade population*
/
CHAPTER II
E1KHCISES FOR DEVELOPING AUDITORY AND VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
The lack of auditory discrimination, that is, the power to die tin uish
similar i ties and differences In the sound of words, wod the laok of visual
discrimination—the power to distinguish similarities and differences in the
risual form of words—appear to be too causes for confusion in be inning
reading. Preliminary studies^h&ve shown th se skills oan be taught and that
speoifio exercises to increase these skills help children who have been
- failing in reading* This study measures the effectiveness of a formal
program in auditory and visual discrimination of word elements as used under
regular class room conditions at the beginning of the First Grade.
In grade one the first six weeks are usually devoted to pre-primer work.
Ten minutes is the ordinary duration for directed teaohin periods. Ho stat-
istical data are available to support or refute this time allotment. There-
fore, it was purely arbitrary with this writer to seleot as teaching time
one ten-minute period daily for thirty successive school da^s. To regulate
somewhat the time for eaoh lesson, as the exercises were built they were used
with several groups of children. The material was then expanded or abbrevi-
ated to meet the ten-minute allotment.
1.
Murphy, Helen A., "An Evaluation of Exercises for Developing Auditory Dis-
crimination", Unpublished M.A. Thesis, Boston University,
1940.
Junkins, K.M., "The Construction and Evaluation of Exercises for Develop-
ing Visual discrimination in Ber inning Reading", Unpub-
lished 3d. K. Thesis, Boston University School of Uc. '4Cj.
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Th# next step was to decide upon the letters to bo used and to assign
their order of presentation. Tho Kindergarten Union Vocabulary List
1
and
2
*ord Analysis were u»od as bases for tho selection of letters. Tho final
ohoioo dopondod upon tho frequency of a letter's appearance aa an initial
sound in both Hats* Tho letters so looted wore relisted, divided into
(roups of appropriate length and as»i nod for weekly and dally presentation*
A detailed description and the arrangement follow*
Description of Is*torial
On Page 13 is prosented Table J, "Daily Lesson Plans" • This gives a
ooaprehensive picture of the sounds, their tios allotment, and the order of
presentation* The first day*s lesson gave practice in listening for sirdlar
initial sounds in groups of words* To prevent an established rh< tha the
lists of words varied in length* All the words but one had the sane initial
sound) this exception was inserted in a different position in each list*
The children, with eyes olosed, listened as the teacher dictated the words*
Their recognition of the sound which was different froe» the others was in-
dicated by olapping of hands*
Fron Table I it nay be seen that "f" was the initial sound assigned for
the second day, "b" for the third day, and so or. through the whole outcrory
of notorial* The letters q,x, and s are not presented for two reasons* They
are not con»on in th- vaoabulary lists used as a basis for this study, and
they appeared to offer unusual difficulty aa Initial sounds* Since isolated
1*
Child Study Conalttee of International Kindergarten Union, "A. Study of the
Tooabulary of Children before Entering the First Crude", 192:.
2.
Durrell, Honald P., Improvement of Easio Reading Abilit£,<<orld Book Co. 194X
1 1 1 — 1
,
.
-
1
13
TAB E I
Daily Lesson Assignments
Tin* New Letters Reriew Letters ileaarks
First Week
Xoli Ualjr
r.iubunirif fov
Similar initial sounds
-in v^A'- - oumiu
3rd day "b" N «
4th day "h" M n
V Ml UBV H/1* "K H n r>"I , D . n
Second • ee*c
- wva . s^y «
„ n n^ti
K .
n n
7th dav ItiB H_ W* e «"
W H "
fi th dav K • • » * | «
H -1
r\¥"n 'iatr f h h h n 1 m 4 it
1 Oth iiiu
Third Weak
Alva day d,j xniu ux souuds
it Ji aay k.n a n
iotn Qoy P.r n m
A*xn ctey o..i fC.n.p.r m n
rt lr n a ¥•
Fourth Week
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•

words are avoided in the usual reading program, the words were presented In
oontext. Monotony In procedure was prevented by the creation of nineteen
different devices. Kmphesis was plaoed on auuitory and oral presentation of
•ounus, with occasional blackboard presentation of words and letters. The
complete manual of exercises will be found in Appendix A. The sample lessons
below Illustrate the general method. The regular classroom teacher conducted
the lessons*
A description of the introduction of "f as an initial sound Is riven in
detail as follows
t
"I shall write some words on the board. I want you to listen carefully
as I say the**--*for, feet, fix. (Teacher writes and speaks simultaneously)
These words all begin with "f. (Teacher gives sound) 1 shall say sou*
names that begin with "f" (sound). You say eaoh one after me. Let me hear
"f" every time".
Free, Francis, Frank, Florence were dictated one at a time. The teacher
•aid the words clearly stressing the first sound. The children repeated each
word after her. The numbers—four, five, fourteen, fifteen, forty, fifty-
were presented in the same manner.
The teacher then said, "Do you know what riddles are? I shall tell you
something about a word. You try to /uess the word. The answers to all the
riddles begin with »f»."
Here are the riddles
t
Tell me something that grows on trees and is good to
•at. (fruit)
Tell me something you eat with, (fork)
Tell me something that grows in a garden, (flowers)
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Tell am ths cab* of wa automobile. (Ford)
Toll me what w* eat. (food)
Toll vm what the fanwr has to keep hit cows In the
field. (renoe)
The next atop wae to have each child tell as iswiy word* as he knew be-
ginning with "f n .
In introducing the Initial sound "b", nansss of similar thing* were
dictated. Table II, following, le self explanatory.
TA3LS II
Things to eat Toya People Thinga that Fly Animala
bacon, berrieds ball baker birde bears
banana, biaouits balloon blacksmith bl ebirda billygoete
beane, blaokberriea baaeball bookkeeper bluejaye buffaloe
a
beef, buna bat boye bumblebees bulldoze
b^eta blooica butoher butterfliea bunnlea
A game gave further practice with thia sound. The letter "b" load been
previoualy written several times on the blackboard. There was one less lette -
than the number of children playing the game. The Children were directed to
think of a word beginning with "b". Aftar the teacher gave the ai nal, "Go",
each ohild who had thought of a word ran and stood in front of one of the
letters on the blackboard. The child left without a place was "It". Then,
to check their words, each ohild aald hla in turn. The same was played
several times with the children giving different words each tixe.
The work on "h" wae varied by having the children complete sentences
with words which began with *h*. For example
i

Witches are out on Halloween*
He wear hate on our heads.
If you are late, you must hurry .
Rabbite oan run and hop .
Little Boy Blue blew hie horn .
As has been noted, review leeeone were also planned. In reviewing f , b,
Mid h, the letters were written on the board. The teaoher dictated a series
of words which included sows beginning with each of these letters and the
children gave the initial sound in the words as the teacher dictated.
A game was played in whloh two children were selected to be "it" . These
two players stood at the blackboard. Ae the following words were dictated*
baby, bi hat, forget, found, funny, hair, hen, blue, bite—the children
found the initial letter of the word on the board. The child who found the
letter first made one point. If a wrong letter was selected, the cnild who
noticed it was "It". Several groups of words were provided for the exercise.
A variation of the uee of the riddle appeared In the lesson on "=•."• The
children answered questions with words that begin with "g". Kor instance,
What are windows made of? (glass)
What do you have to keep your hands warm? (cloves)
What animal has horns and oan butt? (goat)
Who was the little girl who want to the Three Bears*
house ? (Goldilocks
)
Lessons included the listening for final sounds, as well. Tike procedure
was the same as for teaching Initial sounds. A game adapted from "Simon-Say*
began with the children standing. The teaoher dictated a series of words and
the ohildren, in concert, gave the final sound. If a child gave an incorrect

sound, he had to sit. The ohild who remained standing the longest won the
gains.
On the fifteenth day a game was introduced which combined work on
Initial and final sounds. The letters d,k,n,p, and r, were written on the
blackboard. The teacher gave the following directions!—"I'll say tt word
that begins with oi.e of these sounds (pointing to the letters on the board)
and I want you to think of a word that ends with the sound my word begins
with. I will point to the letter on the board as I say the word. The one
who gets a word first may give another word for someone else to atoh at the
end* For instance, if I said red
,
you could say their because red begins
with *r* and their ends in , r , « Let*s try one together. Hot . You want a
word that ends in what letter?" Help was given if no one tms able to r,ct
"n". The game continued frot the word Dad .
Baseball proveded an interesting drill for s,t, and y. A diagram of a
ball field was r.ade on the blackboard with "s" for first base, "f" for second
and "y* for third. The child began at first base and gave a word ending with
"s", then moved to second and so on. The teacher made the first "hoir:e-run"
to show how it was played.
Another feature introduced into the program was the use of rhymes.
Khyaing words were introduced through fandliar Mother Goose Lines such as,
"Billy, Billy, cote and ^lay
Vhlle the sun shines bright as day."
"Yes, my Polly, so I will.
For I love to please you still."

Here was the bails for words rhyming with "play" and with "will". Aftsr
reading the rhyoie, the teacher d'otated tereral words rhyming with "will"
which the children repeated, then with ",lay". Further practice was jiren
by having the children coijlete sentence* with words r.iyming with and
with "play", as
Jaek went up the hill with Jill .
When you *re hiding you aiust keep -very still .
When you buy sosse thing at the store you aiuat pay .
The color of th« squirrel is gray .
The ladder furnished a new interest in the rhyming lesson. I child
vest up the ladder by saying a word whloh rhyi&ed with "will" on each step
of the ladder.
Every day 1 * lesson began with the careful pronunciation of the selected
words. These exercises are ohoaen as samples front the various lessons. A
complete oopy of the thirty-days teaching exercises amy be found in k\ pendix
A, Page 61 •
DESCRIPTIOK OF VISUAL DISCBISaiKATIOR aXERCISES11
These exercises were planned for the purpose of training children to see
similar! tio? and differences in words and word -lements. The followin, types
•xerelses were included in the ntftterial t
1. stchlnr simle letters
2. Hatchinr pairs of letters
3. Hatching parte of words
4. Finding worde in context
** Junklne f Kathryn M» f Copyrl r ht 194.)
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5. ilatoning ideas expressed by words
6. Writing letters
7. Making words
All the words used were ohotien from $ither the (rates Primary Word List1
2
or International Kindergarten Union List . Mastery of the letters and words
presented was not expected. It was hopeel rather tnah the matching exercises
would lead the ohildren to see similarities and differences in words and
word elements* Pictures were included in some of the lessons, to give
meaning to the words.
Table III gives a comprehensive picture of the material and the order
of presentation.
TAdLS III
First Week
1st day Matching single letters
2nd day Finding pairs of letters
3rd day Matching two letters words from flash cards
4th day Selecting matching words from a group of words
5th day Finding words in context
Second Week
6th day Matching words on blackboard
7th day Matching and copying single letters
8th day Matching names of objects
9th day Selecting two similar words in rroup of four words
10th day Matching names of vegetables
Third Week
11th day Matching names of things in a house
12th day Finding like parts of words
13th day Matching the final letter of a word in one column wit
the initial letter of a word in a second column
14t day Selecting pairs of like words
15th day Matching words on flash cards with words on page

Fourth Week
16th day Finding letters in words
17th day Matching names of objects
18th day ifetcMn^ and writing single letters
19th day Selecting one word from group of three with different
initial letter
20th day Selecting words with the same two ending letters
Fifth Week
21st day fcatehinr words in context
22nd day Matching words denoting like action
23rd day Copying names of objects
24th day Matching beginning of words with single letters
25th day Matching names of objects and Ideas expressed by
words
Sixth Week
26th day Matching initial letters of words with single letters
27th day Writing words
28th day Classification of ideas expressed by words
29th day Matching words on flash cards to words on paper
30th day Combining word parts
A complete oopy of the exercises and the Teaching Manual may be found
In the Appendix, Page 130.

otarow in
PLAN OF THE EXPERIMENT
Construc tion of Tests
Before any teaching could be done with the material it was necessary to
find tome means of measuring the various abilities whioh are involved in
beginning reading. Those most oomnonly considered as influencing reading
progress are mental age, learning rate, auditory discrimination, visual
perception and meter coordination. Research revealed no standard tests suit-
able for the purpose of the experiment. Therefore, the writer undertook the
construction of tests whioh would measure t 1, learning rate, 2, visual
perception, and 5, auditory discrimination.
Learning Rate Testa
In this study learning rate is used to mean the number of words the
child can remember as sight words one hour after the teaching period. To
test the learning rate five words were selocted fron the Kindergarten Union
Vocabulary List*. Suoh words as "doughnut" were selected because they had
much meaning for children. Others, like "suppoRe", were selected because
they are not so oolorful and therefore have little significance for ohildren.
Words were of varying length and wore oo^rosed of many different sound ale-
Bents* The oomplete list is ^lvan bolow in TABLF 17. A Record list of eight
words was built for the test of learning rate at the close of the experiment,
Mid a third list was selected for June. The words chosen appear in T BLE IV
ind were selected according to the same procedure previously described.
U
IKY list
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TABLE IV
UUSVZW RATE
September November June
doughnut ioioles toothbrush
iron freight bracelet
pineapple straighten celery
suppose exouse flowerpot
machinery magazine ohocolates
oamel eleotrioity
envelope against
bisouits mattress
Visual Peroeption Test
*
In this study visual perception means the ability to percleve the
similarities and differences in words and word elements. To test visual
perception fifty-two items were selected!
(a) The first twenty-six items
were groups of letters. The first group readily perceived, gave m, s, o, g.
y—from which g was to be selected. The groups increased in perceptual
difficulty until finally there was presented d l#P»S» £» b—from which b was
to be selected.
(b) The second seotion gave words
in groups of five, beginning with —at, ball, ill, all and fall, from which
"all" was to be selected. The groups were made increasing difficult until
this group v.a8 given—contact, contain, contract, capital and convict—from
which capital was to be seleoted.

Smith* • study ooncorning the rolative order of difficulty of zrj.tching
letters was used as * basis for the arrangement of this test. A complete
oopy of ths test with directions for administering and scoring it appears
In the Appendix, Page
Auditory Discrimination Test
In this study auditory discrimination is defined as the ability to per-
oelve similarities and differences in the sound of words.
A test was built oonsistinr. of rows of pictures—four in each row. The
first twenty rows tested initial sounds, the next ten tested final sounds,
sad then there were fire rows of rhy&es. All of the words used as juide
words as well as those illustrated in the pictures were taken fro.:, the
International Kindergarten Vootibulary List
. Each l«tter of the alphabet,
except o, q, u, x, y and s, was included in the list of initial sounds. At
least two of the four words in each row began with the sane sound as the
guide word. Some had three with similar initial sounds, scene four. The
first word in each row corresponded with the jrulde word. The incorrect words
were in varied positions to avoid the possibility of a set rattern. I copy
of this test nay be found in the Appendix, Page 122.
In June 1940 the writer administered this test in airaeojrraphed form to
3
the sane population that had been in the experiment during the year to find
if the technique was suitable Tor class administration. The children a, peer-
ed to enjoy the gaae and were ablo to follow the directions.
1.
Smith, Mila B. "Hatching Ability as a Factor in First urnde Reading",
Journal of Lducatlonal Fsycholo;y
,
Vol. 19 i Pp. 5c0-571,
November 192C.
2.
I.I.U.
3.ym-phy
, Helen A. Qnjubliehed M.A. Iheiis. Soaton University, iaq-
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The test was ecored by rows. That is, a row had to be entirely correct to
count as one*
TABLE V —followirig-i'Shows the relationships of this test with other
tests used in the preliminary study.
TABLE V
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER TESTS"
Faotors Number r P.E.
Group Auditory ft Ind. Auditory 91 .657 .08
Group Auditory ft Reading 82 .626 .06
•Product-moment method of correlation
Statistically both of these correlations are positive and relatively
high.
In September 1941 the writer gave the test to a group of twenty-six
ohildren just beginning the first srade. It took about thirty-five minutes
to administer and was interesting enough to the ohildren so that they were
willing to complete the task. The data from this group and the June 1940
group, referred to above, was analyzed to find the relative order of diffi-
culty of the various funotions measured. TABLE VI shows the results of this
study.
TABLE VI
ERRORS ON AUDITORY TEST
Function Percent of Error
Initial Sounds
Group I
14.6
Group II
IX-O
Initial Blends 20.0 32.0
l_ Rhymes 26.0 31.0
Final consonants 39.0 40.0
In each case the initial sounds had the fewest errors. Then came the
initial blends, the rhymes, and last of all the final consonants.
•

In revising the tost the rowels as initial sounds were omitted. The
initial blends were plaoed after the initial consonants. Then oame the final
sounds and rhymes so that the directions would be given only once for initial
sounds and once for final sounds. The revised form, which was used to
measure auditory discrimination in this study consists of four practice rows
for initial sounds, twelve rows testing initial consonants, five rows testing;
initial blends, one practice row of final consonants, nine rows testing final
consonants and five rows testing rhymes* A copy of the test with the direc-
tions for administering it may be found in the Appendix, Page 193,,
Individual Oral Reading Test
The pre-primers and primers of the three different basal reading systems
whioh were bein£ taurht in the various classrooms included in the experirient
were ereeked for common vocabulary. One hundred and seven words were found
to occur in all of the books. Two paragraphs were written usin;- ninety-ei
;
ht
of those words—one on "toys" and the other about "a birthday". A list of
twenty-five words included the nine words from the common vocabulary not in
the paragraphs, ten words whioh had not been taught but had similar phonetio
elements to words which had been taujht, and six words from the Donnelly*
study which had been the most difficult at the end of the sixth month of the
first grade. A copy of the test and the individual scorini- sheet n:ay be
found in the Appendix, Pa^re 2©G8«
Selection and Status of Population for Experiment
The Direotor of the Parochial Schools and the S perintondent of the
Public Schools in a large Eastern city volunteered to open their schools for
'Donnelly,. H.E. "A Study in <V rd Hecognltion Skills in Grade One", Unpub-
lished Ed . M- Th««l«, H™*-^ 7n1vtrfii1ty 1W.

the experiment. WtfQ hundred and forty children in tuirteua first grade
classrooms were given the preliminary ouvtery of tests. The schools were
oombined into four groups to give a.;;;.roxiuu>-e equality in ijiir.iiu^ r^te,
mental age, chronological a^e, auditory and -visual scores* The combined
group was given both the auditory and visual exorcises during the regular
reading tljas. The visual group had only the visual exercises and the
auditory group had only the auditory exercises, while the control group had
no speoifio training*
Method of Conducting the Testing Progr—
The writer bogan the preliminary testing program on September S, 1941,
the second day school was in session. The first task was to obtain the
learning rate for each ohild. The selected words were taught as si ht words.
The teaching was done in the regular classrooms to groups varying from seven
to fifteen in number. Identiaal procedures we.-e followed in all -roups. As
each word was presented it was written on the hoard. Its meaning was given
through as many experiences as possible. Flash oards containing the words
had been msde mid different chil .iron were given a osrri to ikatoh vrlvh the
word oa the board* After eaoh new word was presented, an opportunity was
given to review the previous words on the list. The children were required
to read the words as they found then. Many practices were given to Individu-
al children to aiatoh the oards to the words on the board when they rare told
what the word said. The next step was to have individual children find the
word oalled for. If a child ooulu not do this, he was §%wm the oard a -sun
to isatoh. The writer then pointed to words and oalled on different members
of the group to tell what the word said. The children were then allowed to
erase any word they could read. Finally, the group was tested with flash

oards on all fir* words—road ing the words In concert. The oards were
numbered so that it was possible to give equal praotioe for each word, This
teaching period lasted for twenty minutes* An hour after this teaching
period each child was tested individually by the writer on his power to
recognise the five words* The number of words which >e could read from
oards was considered his learning rate. The writer also took the learning
rate at the close of the experiment and in June, usinr. the sa/ue procedure
each tine.
Both the initial and final visual end auditory tests were ~iven by
Mrs* Wilbur Harris, a teacher with first grade experience. These Ujsts were
given under regular classroom conditions and were scored by the writer.
The Cental ge3 were obtained by averting the Eoores on tho Letroit
i* 2.
First Grade Intelligence Test and the Pintner Cuur.inrham Cental Test
.
The Detroit test was giVtM the public schools by a person in the syutem
trained in testing. The writer gave the Pintner Cunningham test in the
publio schools and both tests in the parochial schools as well as eoing the
scoring.
The Lee-Clark Reading Readiness T*st was given at the beginning and
at the close of the experiment in the regular classrooms by the writer.
The Detroit Word Recognition last \ Form A, w s given and scored by the
t
writer at the close of the experiment and Form B was given and scored by the
writer in June to obtain reading scores for each child.
1.
Published by World Book Co.
2.
Published by florid Book Co.
3.
Published by California Test Bureau
4
*Publi«hed by florid Book Co. 1925

The Individual oral inventory reading tost was t,ivon in February by the
writer assisted by a group of ten senior students frou the iihode Island College
Of Education. These students were given specific directions and allowed
practice undor guidance of the writer before beginning the testing. "~aoh
•child read the test orally to an examinor. A chili inras helped with a word if
he delayed five seconds and that word was c; eoi:ed as incorrect. A miiaoo^raph
•d copy of the teat was used for each child to record the errors, The writer
acored all the testa.
The results of these several tests have been studied and the data
analyted in Chapter IV of this thesis.
Toaonlng Procedure
To initiate the tsaouing program the writer met with the primary super-
visors and teachers of the children in the experiment before any of the
aotual work waa begun* The purpose and plan of the study was explained to
then ana their cooperation was readily secured. The administering of the
preliminary tests took three weeks and the teaching lessons began in October.
Ten minutes a day was U.kon frot. the readinc time of each classroom in the
auditory and visual groups anJ twenty minutes frosr. the reading tir^e of the
coBiCined group to do cho prescribe d teaching. Several times during the six
weexs of the experiment tho writer visited the taachers to gftt their reaction!
to the materials. Tnia lnforcafil contact permitted the evaluation of the
material. It was the concensus of opinion that is was practical, easily
handled teaching material and enjoyable to children.

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OP DATA
The data vara analysed to study the offset of the combination of
planned exercises for developing auditory and visual discrimination! of
planned exercises for developing visual discrimination; and of planned
exercises for developing auditory discrimination in beginning reading on
1* The learning rate at the close of the experiment and at
the close of the school year in June
2. The aotual reading soore at the close of the experiment,
in February and in June
3. The change in the child's visual perception of words at
the close of the experiment, and
4* The change in the child's auditory discrimination between
likenesses and difference in words at the close of the
experiment.
Sex differences were also studied in these same four functions*
The data of the groups were further analysed to study the effect of
the specifio auditory and visual training on the individual differences
within the groups.
The data of the entire population in September were analysed to find
the relationship between the various functions as
,.
ossible predictive
measure of success in beginning reading or as a means for grouping in
beginning teaching. The following relationships were studied!
1. Mental age and visual perception
2. Mental age and auditory discrimination
3. Mental age and learning rate
4. Visual perception and visual memory and perception*

The relationship between learning rate and reading success in June
was studied fori
1. The entire population, and
2. The control group alone.
Initial Measures—Matching Groups
.
During September a battery of six tests were given to 540 ohlldren
in thirteen first grades. Mental age was determined by averaging the
scores on the Detroit Beginning First-Grade Intelligence Test (Revised)
1 2
Form B and the Pintner-Cunningham Primary Test Form A . Group tests of
auditory and visual discrimination and the Lee-Clark Reading Readiness
3
Test together with a learning-rate test of five words completed the
battery.
TABLE VII shows the results of the September testing.
1.
2.
3.
Published by World Book Co. 1937
Published by V.orld Book Co. 1939
Published by California Test Bureau, 1931
•1
TABLE VII
RESULTS 0? THE SEPTEMBER TESTS
School Number Learning Rate Mental Age Auditory Visual Lee Clark
Mean • » • C 1O .1!« Mean l«D« Mean £> • i)» Mean
1. 51 2.17 1.33 67.55 7.9 26. 15. 15.78 8.6 26.6 12.15
2. 53 2.33 1.39 74.00 6.85 44.5 17.6 16.8 3.4 35.5 10.1
3. 31 1.72 .90 62.25 5.4 15-1 8.5 12.9 2.6 22.3 10.25
4. 56 2.13 1.03 72.05 6.30 <JyJ • 0%J IS. 05 10.94 5.46 26.15 13.05
5. 31 1.6 1.04 67.25 8.1 19.95 12.6 13.9 3.2 25.55 11.1
6. 53 1.78 1.12 67.55 6.8 29.5 13.15 16.46 3.76 21.25 13.0
7. 32 2.03 1.17 65.00 8.0 30.6 11.7 14.7 3.8 30.5 11.5
8* 51 2.18 1.18 72.25 6.5 27.5 16.0 14.76 6.04 29.95 12.10
9. 46 1.45 .82 66.25 5.3 25.45 9.85 14.96 4.54 25.55 11.75
10. 26 1.96 1.00 62.9 5.44 25.9 8.55 13.22 5.6 21.05 9.5
11. 48 1.98 1.29 85.12 9.95 28.8 17.4 16.2 2.74 34.45 13.35
12. 21 1.72 .87 67.57 1.13 29.7 11.85 12.44 2.54 23.95 11.55
13.
Total
41
540
1.16 .83 65.95 8.5 29.15 11.85 14.8 3.8 27.15 14.35
The groups to re roughly matched on the basis of the above data. The
schools were combined to give approximate equality in learning rate, mental
age, chronological age, auditory and visual scores.

The one hundred thirty-five ohildren in schools 1, 2 and 3 were given
the combined auditory and visual training and are the combined group in this
study.
The one hundred forty ohildren in schools 4, 5 and 6 were given the
visual training and are the visual group in the study.
The one hundred twenty-nine ohildren in schools 7, 8 and 9 were given
the auditory training and are the auditory group*
The one hundred thirty-six ohildren in schools 10, 11, 12 and 13 were
given no specific training and are the control group.
Individual children were matched in each group. The learning rate and
mental age were matched first because in the opinion of the writer these
appeared to be the most important variables. Three months leeway was allowed
in matching the mental ages. The other functions were matched as closely
as it was possible to do it.
TABLE VIII shows the results of the initial testing on the matched
groups
•
TABLE VIII
INITIAL TESTING OF MATCHED G^OUFS (75 in each group)
Group L.R. M*A« C.A. VIS. . ... CLARK
Comb.
K. F.
41 34
Vis.
H. F.
33 42
Aud.
If. F.
38 37
Cont.
If. F.
39 36
Mean
1.92
L.92
L.92
1.92
STDT Mean I S.D. lean S.D.
1.23
1.16
.98
,98
71.18 5.89 73.54 5.28
Mean
71.00
71.03
71.30
6.54
7.02
9.15
[73.66 6.12
[71.17 6.58
72.76 5.46
16.40
14.59
15.81
14.35
S.D. Mean
3.96
4.32
3.00
3.00
36.05
34.00
26.90
27.70
S7D7 Mean 'S.D.
18.20
15.55
13.05
13.25
30.50 12.40
26.80
31.10
26.80
11.05
10.15
12.15
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The mean learninr rate of the four groups it id identical. There ia
•3 of a month difference between tho highest and lowest mean mental age.
The advantage it in favor of the control group.
The mean chronological aget of the combined, visual and oontrol groups
are within of a month of each other, the visual group beinr the highest.
The mean chronological age of the auditory group is 1,58 months lower.
The mean scores of the visual tests are within 2,22 points of eaoh
other* the oonbined group beins the highest and the control group the low-
est. The total possible soore on this test was 26,
The mean scores of the auditory tests are within 9,15 points of each
other. The soore of the combined group is the highest and that of the
auditory group the lowest. The total possible score on this test was SO.
The mean soores of the Lee Clark Tests are within 4.3 points of each
other, the highest being the auditory group and the visual and control group*
being equal and the lowest. The total possible soore on this test was 50,
All of the analysis of data for this study was done with these nsatohed
groups.
Growth in Learning Sate
In this study the number of words a child reoogni red an hour after a
tmvnty-ttlnute teaching period ia considered his learning rate.
TABLE IX shows the leamir^-rate test results for September.
TABLE IX
SEPTEMBER LEAKK ISO-RATE
"Group
Cant.
Win.
Cont,
Aud,
Cont,
If*
75
76
~w
75
Mean I 8.D.—T~S.B.n ^ Plff , S.E..
1.92 1.23 .14
1.92 .98 ,11
1.92 1.16 I .13
1.92 I .96 .11
1.92 I ,iW^ .11
1.92 I .98 I .11
C.R,
The mean soores of all of the four groups were identical.
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TABLE X shows the results of the learning rat© tests at the close of
the experiment in November.
TABLE X K - .
, 6
,
NOVEMBER LEARNING RATE TESTS g> •
Group No. Mean S.D. S «E
.
Diff
.
S . E *
Diff
C.R.
Comb • 75 4.68 2.20 •26 1.94 .29 6.68
Cont. 75 2.69 1.47 .17
Vis. 76 4.54 1.92 .22 1.95 .27 7.22
Cont. 75 2.5S 1.47 .17
Aud. 75 4.28 1.86 .21 1.67 .26 6.42
Cont. 75 2.59 1.47 .17
The mean soore of the combined group, which was given both auditory
and visual training, was 4.53 words in November compared to 2.59 words for
the oontrol group. The critical ratio was 6.68, a statistical significant
difference in favor of the combined group.
The mean score of the visual group, which was given only the visual
training, was 4.54 words in November compared to 2.59 for the control group.
The critical ratio was 7.22, a statistical significant difference in favor
of the visual group.
The mean soore of the auditory group, which was given only the auditory
training, was 4.28 in November compared to 2.69 for the 8ontrol group. The
oritioal ratio was 5.42, a statistical significant difference In favor of
the auditory group.
TABLE XI shows the results of the learning rate tests in June.
•
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TABLE XI
JUNE LEARNING BATE TESTS
Group No. < Moan S.D. S • E •
m
Diff
.
S.E.
Diff
CR.
Comb. 75 6.98 1.62 .18 2.69 .30 8.96
Cont. 74 4.29 2.14 .24
Via. 75 6.54 1.93 .22 2.05 .32 C.40
Cont. 74 4.29 2.14 .24
Aud. 70 6.87 1.52 .17 2.68 .29 8.89
Cont. 74 4.29 2.14 .24
The moan score of the combined group in June was G.98 words comparec
to 4.29 words for the control group. The ciritical ratio was 8.96, a stat-
istical significant difference in favor of the combined group.
The mean score of the visual group in June was 6.34 words compared to
4.29 words for the control group. The critical ratio was 6.40, a statisti-
cal significant difference in favor of the visual group.
The mean score of the auditory group in June was 6.87 words compared
to 4.29 words for the control group. The ctitical ratio was 8.89, a stat-
istical significant difference in favor of the aucitory group.
FIGURE I shows the growth in learning rate of the four groups.
Figure T
Qrotfih In Leammo Rak- YDefitY) Scores
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While the mean scores of the four groups in September were identical, in
•aoh of the succeeding tests the three experimental groups were definitely
superior to the control group. The mean score of the control group in June
was about equal to that of the experimental groups in November.
FIGURE II shows the distribution of the learning rate scores for each
group in the September test. The range of scores for the combined and visual 1
groups was from 0-5 and for the auditory and control groups from 0-4.
Thft greatest number of pupils in each group had scores of one or two words.
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FJX'aE III shows the distribution of learning, rate scores for aaoh
group in the November test. The range of scores for the three experimental
groups was from 0-8, and for the control group from 0-6, No child in
the control group had a perfeot score on this test*
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FIOUKE IV shows tho
.
distribution of learning rate scores for each group
in the June test. The range for the combined and auditory groups was from
2-8, and for the visual and eontrol groups from 0-8.

TABLE XII shows the distribution of scores on the June learning rate
teat.
TABLE III
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DISTRIBUTION OP SCOPES ON JUTT LZkTXIhG IL-VT" TliiiT
No. of Words 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1
Combined 3 S 3 4 7 10 44
Visual 1 2 2 7 9 11 13 30
Auditory 1 4 3 2 7 21 32
Control 6 8 3 10 9 12 13 6 5
The scores of the control group scattered over the whole rtinee with
almost equal numbers at the low and high scores. The three experimental
groups had very few scores near the If* end and the largest number had
perfect scores.
TABLE XIII shows the number of pupils in each group makinr perfect
•cores on the June learning rate tests.
TABLE XIII
PERFECT SCORES OR *6H LEARNING RATE TEST
Croup No. %
Combined 44 53
Visual SO 40
Auditory 32 42
Control 6 6

FIGURE V shows the percent of perfect scores on the June learning rate
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Growth In Reading
1
The Detroit Word Recognition Test, Form A was given at the olose of the
experiment in November, and Form B of the same test was given in June. An
individual oral inventory reading test was given in February. This test
consisted of two paragraphs and a list of twenty-five words. The paragraph*
contained the words that were common to the three reading systems that had
been taught in the schools inoluded in the study. The list of words in-
cluded several words that had not been taught, but had similar elements to
words in the reading vocabulary and six words not in any of the reading
systems which had been most difficult at the end of the sixth month in
2
grade one according to the Donnelly study,
TABLE XIV shows the results of the Detroit Word Recognition Test in
November
.
TABLE XIV
RESULTS OF THE DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION TEST IN NOVEMBER
Group No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff
.
S *E
Diff C.R.
Combined 76 8.06 6.46 .74 5.52 .77 7.17
Control 75 2.63 2.07 .23
Visual 75 7.24 5.91 .67 4.71 .71 6.63
Control 75 2.63 2.07 .23
Auditory 75 4.24 3.69 .42
1.71 .47 3.66Control 76 2.55 2.07 .23
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The mean soore of the combined group was 8.06 words, the visual group
7.24 words and the auditory group 4.25, compared to 2.53 words for the con-
trol group. The critical ratios of 7.17, 6,63 and 3.66 all showed statisti-
cal significant differences in favor of the experimental groups.
1.
2.
Published by the World Book Co. 1937
Donnelly, H.E. "A Study in Word Recognition Skills in Grade One", Un-
published Ed. M. Thesis, Boston University 1932.

TABLE XV shows the results of the individual oral inventory reading
test in February.
TA2LE XV
FEBRUARY READING TEST
Group No. Mean S.D. S . E •
m
Diff. C.R.
Combined 74 S3. 40 31.30 3.63
34.00 5.06 6.69Control 74 59.40 30.90 3.56
Visual 75 05.00 56.60 4.22 25.60 5.52 4.63Control 74 59.40 30.20 3.56
Auditory 73 75.70 34.00 3.92 16.30 5.29 3.06Control 74 59.40 30.90 3.56
The mean scores on this test, which was an inventory of the actual words
taught, were 93.40 words for the combined group, 85 worus for the visual
group and 75.70 words for the auditory group, compared to 39.40 words for
the control group. The critical ratios being 6.62, 4.53 and 3.06 show stat-
istical significant differences in favor of the three experiruental groups.
TABLE XVI shows the results of the Detroit ;'<ord j\e£,o
;
nition lest in June.
TABLE Av'I
mm wuldimq ntx scores
Group No. lilean S.D. 6 . iii
.
m
Diff. o . E
.
Diff.
C.R.
Combined 74 21.46 9.09 1.06 6.93 1.36 5.09Control 73 14.53 7.52 .86
Visual 75 19.12 8.73 1.01 4.59 1.32 3.47Control 73 14.53 7.52 .86
Auditory 70 19.99 9.33 1.11 6.46 1.40
. ... ._.
3.90Control 73 14.53 7.52 .86

The mean scores on this test were 21.46 for the oombined group, 19.12
words for the visual group and 19.99 words for the auditory group, oompared
to 14.53 words for the control group. The critical ratios of 5.09, 3.47
and 3.90 showed these differences to be statistically sir-nificant in favor
of the experimental groups.
Growth In Visual Discrimination of Letters and Words.
Group tests of Visual Discrimination of letters and words were fiver, in
September and November. These tests combined visual memory with visual per-
ception.
TABLE XVII shows the results of the visual tests for the combined end
control groups.
T^BLE XVII
VISUAL TESTS
Test Group No. Mean 1**1 S.E.
ft
Diff
.
.
ft
S
*^iff. C.R.
Sept. Combined 75 16.40 3.96 .46
2.05 .57 3.69Sept. Control 75 14.35 3.00 -Sfi
Hov. Combined 75 35.36 7.26 .83 5.16 1.26 4.09
Nov. Control 75 30.22 8.34 .96
The mean score of the 6ombineti group in September was 16.40, compared
with 14.35 for the control group. The critical ratio being 3.59, this
difference was statistically significant in favor of the oombined group.
The mean score of the oox^binea group in Lovember v.us 35. SS, compared
with 30.22 for the control group, xhe critical ratio was 4.09, a statisti-
cal significant difference in favor of the combined group.
In the September test the combined group was superior to the oontroi
•
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group. In order to eliminate this advantage the difference of the two means
wms found and the standard error of this gain was oomputed. TABLE XVIII
•hows the results*
TABLE XVIII
Initial Diff.
Mean score
S.E.
Diff
Final Diff.
Mean Score
S.E.
Diff.
Gain S . _ •
Gain
C.R.
2.05 .57 5.16 1.26 S.ll
J
1.56 2.25
When the advantage the combined group had in September was eliminated,
the difference was not statistically significant. The chances are 97 out of
a hundred that it is a true difference in favor of the combined group.
TABUS XIX shows the results of the visual tests for the visual and
control groups.
TABLE XIX
VISUAL TESTS
Test uroup No. Mean o.O. S.E. 1^ f
f
Sept. Con brol
75
75
14.55
14.35
'.32
3.00 .34 .24 .59
Nov.
Nov.
Visual
Control
75
75
34.35
30.22
7.41
8.54
• r
• > O
.96
4.13 1.28 3.22
The mean score of the visual group in September was 14.59, compared
with 14.35 for the control group.
The mean score of the visual group in November was 34.35, compared with
30.22 for the oontrol group. The critical ratio was 3.22, a statistical
significant difference in favor of the visual group.

TABLE XX shows the results of the visual tests for the auditory and
control groups.
t;j3LE xx
VISUAL ttSTf
Test Group No. S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. S.E. C.R.
Sept. Auoitory 75 15.31 3.00 .34
.96 .48 2.00Sent. Control 75 14. S5 3.00 .,54
Nov. Auditory 75 33.22 7.20 .83 3.00 1.26 2.38
Nov. Control 75 30.22 G.34 .96
The mean score of the auditory group in September -was 15.31 oompared to
14.35 for the control group. In the November test the mean score for the
auditory group was 33.22 compared to 30.22 for the control group. Neither
of thes? groups had had any specific training in visual discrimination and
the November tests showed thoir relative positions to be about the same as
in the September test.
Growth in Visual Perception of Letters
The Lee Clark Reading Roadiness ^"test was <,iven in September and in
November. In this test the child is required to r.iatch capital and lower
case letters.
TABLE XXI shows the results of these tests for the combined and control
groups
.
1.
Published

TABLE XXI
LEE-CLARK TESTS
Test
Sept,
Se,-
Nov.
Group
Comb.
Cont.
Uomb.
Cont.
e.
75
75
75
Mean S.D. 'S.E.
m
Diff. S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
30.45 ! 12.35 1.42
25.80
42.40"
35.80
12.20 ! 1.40 3.65 1.97 1.85
7.90
10.70
.92
1.23 5.60 1.53 3.66
Initial Diff*
Mean Score
' s.:,.
Diff.
Final Diff.
Mean Score
S.E.
Diff.
Gain S.'.
Gain
C.R.
3.6b 1.97 5.60 1.53 1.95 2.49 .73
The mean score of the combined group in September was 30.45 compared to
26.80 for the control group and in November 42.40, compared -with 36.80. The
difference in November was statistically significant in favor of the combined
group.
In the September test the combined group was superior to the control
group. In order to eliminate tnis advantage, the difference of the two
means was found and the standard error of the gain was computed. i'AbLE XaII
shows the results.
TABLE XXII
The critical ratio of .78 showed the chances to be 56 out of a hundred
of this being a true difference in favor of the combined group.
FIGURE VI shows the distribution of scores on the Lee-Clark Test in
September for the combined and control groups.
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The range for the combined group is from 10 to 60 and for the control
group from 5 to 50.
FIGURE VII shows the distribution of scores on the Lee-Clark test in
November for the combined and control groups.
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The range for the control group was from 5 to 50 and for the combined
group from 20 to 50. The combined group made its largest ,^ain in the
highest scores.

Test Group Ho* Mean S.D. S,E
*m
Diff
.
|
S .E .
Di-:f.
i
C.R.
Sept. Visual 75 26.80 11.15 1.28 T
Sept. Control 78 26.80 12.20 1.40
i
Mov. Visual ™~ 44.10 6.15 .70 7.30 1.41 5.17
Nov. Control 75 36.80 10.70 1.25
TABLE XXIII shows the results of the Lee-Clark tests for the vlsusl and
control groups.
TABLE XXIII
The mean scores of both groups in September were identical. The near,
score of the visual ;-roup in Noveuber was 44.10, compared v.-ith 36.30 for
the control group. The critical ratio being 5.17 shows this is a statistic!
significant difference in favor of the visual group.
FIGLUE VIII S..OT/8 the distribution of scores on the Lee-Clark zest in
September for the visual and control groups,
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FIGUKE IX shows the distribution of the Lee-Clark scores in Kovenber
for the visual and control groups.
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group from 5 to 60. The visual e;roup had many more hi :h scores than the
control group.
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TABLE AXIV snows the- results of the Lee-Clark teste for the auditory
and control groups.
TABLE yjLTV
LEE - CLARK TESTS
Test Group No. Mean s.r. B.I.
n
Diff
.
m
S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Sept. Auditory 76 ^1.15 10.86 1.25
4.35 1.88 2.31Dontrol 75 2d.3C 12.20 1.40
lOV. Auditory 75 40.45 9.45 1.09
3.65 1.64 2.22Nov. Control 75 36.80 10.71 1.23
The mean score for tfte auaitory 6roup in September vas 31.15, compared
to 26.80 for the control group, ana in November 40.45, compared to 36.80.
The critical ratios 2.31 and 2.22 were about the sane. In each case the
difference was in faror of the auaitory group. Neither of these groups had
had specific visual training and tneir soores remained about the sa..e.
FIGUHE X shows the distribution of soores on the Lee-Claric test in
September for the auditory and control groups.
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Growth In Auditory Discrimination of "Words*
A group test consisting of eighty items to test auditory discrimination
was given in September, and a similar test of one hundred and twenty-four
items was given in November.
TABLE XXV shows the results of the auditory tests for the combined and
control groups.
TABLE XXV
AUDITORY TESTS
Test
Sept.
Group No. Moan S.D. S.E.
iL.
Diff.
m Diff.
XTTTT
Combined 75 36.10 18.20 2.12
Sept, Control 75 27.70 13.20 1.52
8.40 2.60 3.23
or* Combined 75
Ny*. Control 75 67.80
27.00
17.90
3.11
2.06
8.50 3.73 2.70
The mean score of the combined group in September was 36.10 eorapared
with 27.70 for the oontrol group. The critical ratio being 3.23, this
difference was statistically significant in favor of the combined group.
The mean score of the combined group in November was 76.30, compared
with 67.80 for the control group. The critical ratio was 2.70. The chances
are 99 out of a hundred that this is a true difference in favor of the com-
bined group.
The November test had forty-four more items than the September test
which accounts for the larger soores on this test. The relative positions
of the two groups remained about the same.
TABLE XXVI shows the results of the auditory tests for the visual and
oontrol groups.

TABLE XXVI
AUDITORY TESTS
Test Group |no. ' Mean S.D. 's.E.m
-
1 r
Diff.m S • E Diff. C.R.
Sept. Visual 175 54.00 ! 13.00
i 1.50
Control 75 127.70 i 13.20 1 1.52
6.30 2.22 2.85
NOV. Visual 75 72.40 22.90 2.64
Nov. Control 76
|
67.80
|
17 .90 2.06
4.60 3.34 1.37
The mean score for the visual group in September was 34, compared to
27.70 for the control group. In November the mean score of the visual
group was 72.40, compared to 67.80 for the control group. Neither of these
groups had had any special auditory training and their positions remained
about the same.
TABLE XXVII shows the results of the Auditory Tests for the auditcry
and control groups.
TABLE XXVII
AUDITORY TESTS
Test Group No.
Sept. Auditoo 75
Sept. Control 75
J'ear.
26.85
27.70
S.D.
12.65
13.20
S . E
.
m
1.46
1.52
Diff. S • E
.
Diff,
.85 2.10
C.R.
.40
Uov. Auditory 75 64.10 28.70 3.31
Nov. Control 75 67.80 17.90 2.06 3.70 3.89 .95
The mean score for the auditory group in September was 26.85, compared
to 27.70 for the oontrol group. The mean score for the auditory group in
November was 64.10 compared with 67.80 for the control group. The advantage
in both tests was in favor of the oontrol group.
The position of each of the four groups remained about the same in
November as it was in the beginning. Six weeks may be a short time to
measure an increase in this skill.

FIGURE XII shews the distribution of auditory test scores for each
group in September. This figure shows the range of scores for the combined
group to be from 0-74, for the visual group to be from 0-69, for the
auditory group to be from 0-59, and for the control gro,p fro.. - 54.
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FIGURE XIII shows the distribution of the auditory test scores in
November. This figure shows the range of scores for the combined group to
be from - 129, for the visual and auditory groups to be - 119, and for
the control group to be from 20 - 109,
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Sex Differences In Learning; Rate
The groups were divided according to sex. Table XXVIII shows the mental
and chronologioal ages for the four groups.
TABLE XXVIII
MENTAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL AGES FOR GROUPS (4) STUDIED
Group Sex No Mean
M .A
.
S.D. Mean
C.A.
1 S.D.
Combined Boys 41 69.62 7.80 71.08 0.70
Combined Girls 34 73.40 7.95 73.18 4.56
Visual Boys 33 70.92 6.12 75.73 6.59
Visual Girls 42 71.24 6.69 71.98 1.72
Auditory Boys 38 71.45 6.12 71.02 5.70
Auditory Girls 37 71.00 7.98 71.29 5.67
Control Boys 39 72.71 6.61 71.63 6.30
Control Girls 36 69.77 9.39 71.74 4.59
The mean mental ages for the boys of the combined and visual groups
were lower than the mean chronological ages. The mean mental ages for the
boys of the auditory and control groups were higher than the mean chronologi-
cal ages. With the exception of tho oontrol group, the mean mental ages
for the girls were about the same aft the mean chronological ages. The mean
mental age for the girls of the control group was lower than the mean
ohronological age.
TABLE XXIX shows the results of the learning rate tests in September,
November and June for the co bined group.
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Test SpyOCA to o . u * L 1 1 I S . E
.
Diff.
Critical
Sept • Hovs 41 X e J. 1 9Q1 .ctf
1
.27 .92
Sept. Girls 34 2.06 1.13 .19
-
.25
Nov. Boys 41 4.34 2.16
.38
.50 .84Not. Girls 34 4.76 1.98 .34 .42
June Boys 41 6.74 1.79 .28
.39 .87
June Girls 34 7.08 1.63 .27
.34
TABUS XXDC
LEARNING RATE TESTS OF COMBINED GROUP
The mean score for the girls of the combined group on the Learning Rate
test in September was 2.06, compared to 1.81 for the boys. This difference
was not statistically significant. The two groups kept about the same
relative positions in November and June.
TABLE 111 shows the results of the learning rate tests in September,
November and June for the visual group.
TABLE 111
LEARNING RATE TESTS OF VISUAL GROUP
_
Test ' Sex
Sept. I Boys
Sept. Girls
Nov. Boys
I'ov.
June
J one
Girls
Boys
Girls
No.
33
42
33
42
33
42
I ear.
1.79
2.02
4.37
4.73
5.94
6.71
S.D.
1.06
1.35
1.84
2.02
2.00
1.62
S *E •
m
.18
.20
.32
.31
.34
.25
Diff
.23
.36
.77
S . E
Diff.
.27
.33
.42
CriticalKg q
.85
1.08
1.83
The mean scores in each of these three tests showed the girls superior
to the boys. While none of the differences were statistically significant,
the difference was so:..ewhat greater in each succeeding test.
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Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.S.
01
Diff. S,
Biff.
Critical
Ratio
Kil] t. 1 9} s 38 1.95 .96 .15
.05 .22 .22
Sept. Girls 37 1.90 1.00 .16
Nov. Boys 38 4.24 1.35 .30
.14 .43 .32
Nov. Girls 37 4.38 1.92 .31
June Boys 38 7.02 1.32 .22
.35 .94June Girls 37 6.69 1.65 .27 .33
TABLE XXXI shows the results of the learning rate tests in September,
November and June for the auditory rroup.
TABLE XXXI
LEARNING RATE TESTS OP AUDITORY GROUP
The mean score for the boys of the Auditory Group in September was
higher than that of the girls—1.95, compared to 1.90. The boys were still
ahead in June—7.02 words, compared with 6.69. None of these differences
were statistically significant.
TABLE XXXII shows the results of the learning rate tests in September,
November and June for the control gro ip.
TABLE XXXII
LEARNING RATE TESTS OF CONTROL GB0UP__
Test" Sex le. Been S.D. 8.8. Diff. S. Biff. Crt£k&
Sept.
Sept,
Boys 39 1.77 .94 .15
Girls 36 2.13 .99 .16 .36 ,22 1.63
Nov.
Nov.
June
June
Boys 39 2.65 1.46 .23
Girls 3G 2.69 1.48
3 O y S 39 3.57 2.20
.24
.35
.04 ,34 .11
Girls 36 5.05 2.05 .34
1.48 ,49 3.02
The mean score for the girls of the control group was 2.13 words corn*
pared with 1.77 words for the boys. This difference is not statistically
significant. The November test showed the boys and girls about equal—
2.69 for the girls, compared with 2.65 for the boys. The mean score for

the girls on the June test was 5.05 words compared with 3.57 for the boys.
The critical ratio being 3.02, this is a statistical significant difference
in favor of the girls. This is the only group where the difierence in the
learning rate between the boys and girls was statistically significant.
Sex Differences in Growth in Reading
TABLE XAXIII shows the results of the reading tests in November, Feb-
ruary and June for the combined group.
TABLE XXXIII
READING TESTS OF COMBINED GROUP
Test Sex No. 'Mean S.D. S . E
.
Diff. S *E
.
Diff
C.R.
Detroit 41 7.93 6.45 1.00
1.11 1.66 .66Nov.
Detroit
Nov.
|
Boy*
Girls 34 9.04 7.71 1.32
Oral
Feb.
Boys 41 90.90 33.40 5.22
6.00 7.79 .75
Oral
Feb.
Girls 34 96.90 28.70 5.79
Detroit
June
Boys 41 20.56 8.64 1.35
2.04 2.10 .97
Detroit
June
Birls 34 22.60 9.42 1.61
The mean score for the girls of the combined group in November was
9.04 words, compared with 7.93 words for the boys. The mean score for the
girls in February was 96.90, oompared with 90.90 for the boys. The mean
score for the girls in June was 22.60, compared with 20.56. None of these
differences were statistically significant. The critical ratios remained
about the same— .66, .77, .97, —all in favor of the girls.

TAELE XXXIV shows the results of the reading tests in "ovember,
February and June for the visual group.
TABLE XXXIV
READING TLSTS OF VISUAL GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
si
Diff. S • E •
Diff.
C.R.
Detroit
Nov.
Boys 33 5.47 4.05 .70
2 .34 1.21 1.93
Detroit
Nov.
Girls 42 7.81 6.45 .99
Oral
Feb.
Boys 33 80.30 29.50 5.14
9.60 6.90 1.39
Oral
Feb.
Girls 42 69.90 29.90 4.61
Detroit
June
Boys 33 17.17 8.67 1.51
3.69 1.99 1.89
Detroit
June
Girls 42 20.86 0.43 i.so
The mean soore for the girls of the Visual group in November was 7.81
words, compared with 5.47 words for the boysi in February was 89.90, com-
pared with 80.30; and in June was 20.86, compared with 17.17. None of
these differences wwre statistically significant. The critical ratios re-
mained rather constant—1.93, 1.39, and 1.89—all in favor of the girls.
TABLE XXXV shows the results of the reading tests in November, February
and June for the auditory group.

TABLE XXXV
RUtJlXG TEST AUDITOHY GROT;?
Test Sex No. Moan S.D. s . n
.
m
Diff
Diff
O.K.
Detroit
Sot.
Boye 30 4.54 4. i'O •69
.24 .93 .28
Detroit
Hot.
HrU 37 4.30 3.61 .62
Orel
Feb.
Boys 38 70.80 33.40 5.42
9.40 7.72 1.21
Orel
Peb.
Girls 37 eo.2o 33.80 6.80
Detroit
Juna
Boys 38 21.04 &.06 1.47
1.08 2.13 .50
Detroit
June
Girls 37 19.96 S.S6 1.54
The mean score for the boys of the auditory group in November v/as 4.54
words compared with 4.30 words for the girls. The mean score for the girls
in February was 80.20, compared with 70.80 for the boys. The mean score for
the boys in June was 21.04. compared with 19.98 words for the girls. None
of these differences were statistically significant. The critical ratio
in November was .25 in favor of the boys; in February 1.21 in favor of the
girls and in June .50 in favor of the boys.
TAxkLii XXXVI shows the results of the reading tests in November, February
and June for the control group.

TtBLE XXXVI
READING TESTS OF CONTROL GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Detroit
Sov.
Boys 39 1.33 .53 .08
1.65 .15 11.00
Detroit
Nov.
Girls 36 3.01 .32 .13
Oral
Feb.
Boys 39 47.00 26.00 4.16
28.20 6.46 4.36
Oral
Feb.
Girls 36 75.20 29.70 4.95
Detroit
June
Boys 39 11.68 6.66 1.06
6.00 1.17 5.12
Detroit
June
Girls 36 17.68 3.03 .50
The mean soore for the girls of the control group in November was 3.01
compared with 1.36 for the boys; in February 75.20 words compared with 47.
words; and in June 17.68 words compared with 11.68 words. All these
differences were statistically significant in favor of the girls—the criti-
cal ratios being 11.00, 4.36, and 5.12.
The mean mental age for the boys was superior to that of the ^irls but
still the girls had higher reading scores. This was the only group where
the differences were statistically significant. This is too small a number
of oases to make any definite conclusions concerning these differences, but
it appears that the boys who had had specific auditory and visual training
did better than those who did not have it.

Sea Differences In Visual Dlscriikinatiou
TABLE XXXVII shows the results of the visual discrimination tests in
September and November for the combined &roup.
TABLE XXXVII
VISUAL TESTS OF COMBINED GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. m Diff. S Diff.
C.R.
Sept. Boys 41 15.28 4.02 •62
1.32 .87 1.51Sept* Girls 34 16.60 3.60 .61
Hot. Boys 41 32.42 7.32 1.14 4.16 1.65 2.52
Not. Girls 34 35.68 7.02 1.20
The mean score for the girls in September was 15.28, compared with
16.60 for the boys, and in November 36.58 compared with 32.42. The chances
are 86 out of a hundred that the first difference is a true one, and 98 out
of a hundred that the second one is.
TABLE XXXVIII shows the results of the visual discrimination t-3st3 in
September and November for the visual group.
TABLE XXXVIII
VISUAL T2SIS OF VISUAL GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. S.E.,.
Diff.
C.R.
Sept. Boys 33 14.77 3.33 .58
.33
.79 .41Sept. Girls 42 14.44 4.05 .62
Nov. Boys 33 34.09 7.59 1.32 2.19 1.71 1.87
Nov. Girls 42 36.28 7.11 1.09
The mean score for the boys in September was 14.77 compared with 14.44
for the girls. The mean score for the girls in November was 36.28 compared
with 34.09 for the boys. The chances are 92 out of a hundred that this is
4
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a true difference in favor of the girls.
TABLE XXXIX shows the results of the visual tests in September and
November for the auditory group.
TABLE XXXIX
VISUAL TESTS OF AUDITORY GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.m Diff. S.E.Diff
C.R.
Sept. Boys 38 15.76 2.85 .46
.90 .58 1.55
Sept • Girls 37 14.86 3.39 .35
Nov. Boys 56 32.86 5.97 .96
1.28 1.33 .96
Nov. Girls 37 34.14 8.31 1.36
The mean score for the boys was 15.76, compared with 14.86 for the
girls in September, and in November it was 34.14 for the girls oompored with
32.86 for the boys. This group had had no specific visual training. The
girls improved more than the boys.
TABLE XL shows the results of the visual tests in September and Novem-
ber for the control group.
TABLE XL
VISUAL *R8fS OF CONTROL GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Sept. Boys 39 14.23 3.15 .50
.33 .70 .47
Sept. Girls 36 14.56 2.97 .49
Nov. Boys 39 31.75 7.20 1.15 2.34 1.93 1.18
Nov. Girls 36 29.41 9.69 1.61
The mean score for the girls was 14.56 compared with 14.23 for the boys,
in September, and in November it was 29.41 compared with 31.75. Tnis is the
only group in which the girls were superior in September and the boys in
November
•
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Sex Differences In Lee-Clark Te:;ts
TABLE XLI shows the results of the Lee-Clark tests in September and
Novenber for the combined group.
TABLE XLI
LEE-CLARK SCORES OF COMBINED GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. S .E
.
Diff. S#E
Diff.
C.R.
Sept. Boys 41 28.30 12.30 1.92 . 4.45 2.84 1.56
Sept. Birls 34 32.75 12.25 2.10
Nov. Boys 41 42.35 3.15 1.27
.20 1.81 .11
Nov. Girls 34 42.55 7.55 1.29
The mean score for the girls in September was 32.75 compared with 23.30
for the boys and in November 42.55 compared with 42.35. The boys in this
group made the largest gain on this test.
TABLE XLII shows the results of the Lee-Clark test in September and
November for the visual group.
TABLE XL11
LEE-CLARK SCORE! OF VISUAL GROUP
Test Sex No. Mean S.D. 8.B.
m
Diff. S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Sept. Boys 33 25.95 11.00 1.91 1.60 2.56 .62
Sept. Girls 42 27.56 11.10 1.71
Nov. Boys 33 43.06 5.95 1.03 1.35 1.31 1.03
Nov. Girls 42 44.40 5.20 .80
The mean score for the girls in September was 27.55 compared with
25.96 for the boys, and in November 44.40 compared with 43.05.

tkXSM XL2ZI shows the results of the Lee-Clark tasts in September and
November for the auditory group.
TAbLE XLIII
LES-CLa-JL TESTS Of AUDITORY GROUP
Test
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Sex
boya
Girls
Boys
Girls
No.
37
38
37
1'ean
29.00
33 • »5
3d. 15
S.L>.
10.05
12.00
41.75 J .8.30 I 1»34
2.91
S
1.63
1. 7
.48
Diff
.
***Diff. C,R *
4.35
3.60
2.56
1.42
1.70
2.53
The mean soore for the girls in September was 33.35 compared with 29.
for the boys, and in November 38.15 compared with 41.75. The boys in this
group made the largest gains on this test.
TABLE XLIV shows the results of the Lee-Clark tests for the control
group.
TABLE XLIV
LEE-CLARK TESTS OF CONTROL GROUP
Test
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Sex
Boys
Girls
Boys
Sirls
No.
39
36
39
36
Wean
27.10
26.45
36.60
37.10
&.D.
11.90
12.45
10.70
10.75
S.E.
1.91
2.07
1.79
Diff.
.65
.62
S . F
.
Diff
2.82
2.47
C.l.
.23
.25
The mean score for the girls in this group in September was 26.45
compared with 27.10 for the boys, and in November 37.10 compared with 36.50.
The girls made the largest gain, but the difference was not statistically
significant.

Sex Differenoes In Auditory discrimination
TABLE 1LV shows the results of the auditory tests in Se^ teiaber and
November for the combined group.
TA3L2 XLV
AUDITORY TfcSTS OF COMBINED GROUP
Sex No. Htm S.D. S.E. Diff
.
S ml'l .
Diff
C.ii.
8©pt.
Sept.
Boys 41 34.60
Girls 34 33.50
16. Hi
21.50 3.69
3.90 4.48 .00
Nov. Boys 41 71.00 29.20
Nov. Girls 34 82.10 28.50
4.56
4.54
11.00 6.36 1.74
The mean soore for the girls in September was 38.50 compared with
34.30 for tho boys, and in Novs^ber 82.10 compared with 71.00. The girls
made a larger gain than the boys, but the differences are not statistically
significant.
TAHLtf XLVI shows the results of the auditory teots in September and
November for the visual group.
TABLE XLV
I
AUDITORY T33TK OF VISUAL GROUP
Test Sox No. Mean S.D. m
Sept. Boys 33 37.30 .14.45 2.51
Sept. Girls 42 31.20 15.30 2.36
Nov. Boys 33 69.00 23.10 4.02
Nov. Girls 42 74.70 22.20 3.42
6.10
5.70
S.E
Diff
3.44
5.28
1.77
1.07
The mean score for the girls in September was 31.26 compared with 37.30
for the boys, and in November 74.70 compared with 69. This group had had
no specific auditory training, and the girls made a muoh greater improve-
ment than the boys.

X&BLX XLVZ1 shows tho results of the auditory teste in Septexuuor and
November for the auditory ^roup.
SOU flUTJI
AiUlTOkY TESTS OF AUDITORY GROUP
Septf
Sept.
Nov.
Nov.
Sex
03 •
Girls
Boys
Girls
lo.
38_
37
3b
Mean
30.05
23.60
61.20
C7.40
S.D.
12.35
14.45
20. xO
31.00
S.L.
m
2.37
4,23
6.09
Diff
.
6.45
6.20
Diff.
3.10
6.62
O.K.
2.08
.93
The mean score for the girls in September was 23.60 compared with 30.05
for the boys, and in November 67.40 compared with 61.20. The girls in this
group 6>s owed a much greater improvement than the boys.
TABLE XLVIII shows the results of the auditory tects in September arid
November for the control group.
TABLE XLVIII
AUDITORY TESTS OF CONTROL GROUP
Test Sex No. 1 Mean S.D. S • E
.
m Diff. S ' E 'Piff
.
C.R.
Sept. Boys
,
25.10 12.70 2.03
4.45 2.82 1.5SSept. Girls 36 29.65 11.60 1.96
Not. Boys 39 64.60 17,06 2.73 8.60 3.98 2.13Nov. Girls 36 73.00 17.40 2.90
The mean score for the girls in September was 29.65 compared to 25.10
for the boys, and in November 73.00 compared with 64.50. The girls in this
group made a larger gain than the boys.
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Effeot of Auditory Training on Groups of Pupils With Low, Medium and High
Initial Auditory Test Scores
The ohildren in the auditory and control groups were divided into low,
medium and high groups on the basis of their scores on the initial auditory
tests*
TABLE XLIX shows the results of the June reading tests for the twenty-
five ohildren in each group with the lowest scores on the auditory test,
TABLE XLIX
JUNE HEADING TEST SCORES OF LOW GROUP
Group Mean
Roading
S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. S «E.
Diff.
C.R.
Auditory 21.66 9.24 1.84 10.62 2.20 4.82Control 10.99 6.08 1.21
The mean score for the control group was 10.99 oompared with 21 #61 for
the auditory group. The oritioal ratio being 4.82 shows this difference to
be statistically significant in favor of the auditory group.
TABLE L shows the results of the June reading tests for the twenty-
five ohildren in each group with medium soores on the auditory test.
TABLE L
JUNE READING TEST SCORES OF MEDIUM GROUP
— ..... .
Group Mean
Reading
S.D. S.E.
m
Diff. S.E.
Diff.
C.R.
Auditory 19.60 8.85 1.77 5.04 2.49 2.02
Control 14.66 8.72 1.76
The mean score for the control group was 14.56 oompared with 19.60 for
the auditory group. The chances are 96 out of a hundred that this is a true
difference in favor of the auditory group.

TABLE LI shows the results of the June reading tests for the twenty-
five children in eaoh group with the highest scores on the auditory test,
TABLE LI
JUNE READING TEST SCORES OP HIGH GROUP
Group Uo&n
Reading
S.D. S *E«
in
Diff. S «E • C.R.
Auditory" 17.98 1.83
Control 17,82 6.72 1,34
.08
The mean scores for both groups are about equal. The numbers in these
groups are too small to make any general conclusions, but there seems to be
a tendency as the auditory soores improve to eliminate some of the difference
in the reading soores. The greatest difference is between the groups with
the lowest auditory scores.
Effeot of Visual Training on Groups of Pupils with Low, Medium and High
Initial Visual Test Soores
The ohildren in the visual and control groups were divided into low,
medium and hi^h groups on the basis of their soores on the initial visual testa
TABLE LII shows the results of the June reading tests for the twenty-
five ohildren in eaoh group having the lowest soores on the visual tests.
TABLE LII
JUKE READIHG TEST SCORES OP LOW GROUP
Group Mean
Reading
S.D. S »E.
m
Diff. C.R,
Visual T5.2S 6\l5 1.77
Control s.ee 6.27 1.25
5.40 2.16 2.50
The mean soore for the control group is 9.88 compared with 15.28 for
the visual group. The chances are 98 out of a hundred that this is a true
differenoe in favor of the visual group.

Group Mean
Regain*
J.'.. Diff.
f
S.S.
BUY,
C.R.
flits*! 19.60 »»tl l.c?4 8.36 1,15 2.40Control 14.44 u.04 1«40
£*uLi LIII **-cws uiij rai.il or the Jarm reading teal* for tiio
ts«nty-*ive children In each group that had Medium scores on the visual
tests.
fUU LIU
JU1TC rCADISJ S'J<jI£T3 OP iEDIUy 0R0UP
?h«i mean soore for the control -jro »p is 14.44 compared" with 19.60 Tor
the visual group, the chfaioes are 93 out of a hundred that this is a true
difference in favor of the vloual :roup.
TABLE LIV" shows the results of the June reading teste for the teenty-
ftv» children in each group who had the highest scares on the visual testa.
TA3LS LIV
JOn R3ADIK~ T~ST SORXS 0? HIGH 0M0TJP
T<*oup ! *lcart
' Heading
1 .2 i
hi
r>iff. c.a.
Vis el 2£.?2 ?.3$ 1.47 3.43 i*u 1.53
Control
J
19.24 9 .16 1.63
The moan acor® for the control group is 19.24 compared with 22.72 for
the visual group. Just as in tha auditory group, as the visual test scores
improve, the reading soores are mom noarly equal.
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Relationships Between Preliminaxy Tests and Reading Achievement
TABLE LV shows the relationships between the scores on the preliminary
tests and the Detroit test in June for the control group.
TABLE LV
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRELIMINARY TESTS AND READING ACHIEVEMENT*
Tests Number r. P.E.
Learning Rate & Detroit 74 .46 .09
Mental Age & Detroit 74 .16 .11
Lee-Clark & Detroit 74 .37 .099
Auditory & Detroit 74 .33 .10
Visual 4 Detroit 74 .43 .094
* Product-moment method of correlation
Sinoe all of these correlations are positive, it may be said that there
is some relationship between these tests and reading achievement. Statisti-
cally, however, the correlations are relatively low. The correlation between
learning rate and reading achievement is the highest— .46—yet this is not
high enough to be of definite value in predicting success in beginning read-
ing.
TABLE LVI shows the relationships in June.
TABLE LVI
RELATIONSHIPS IN JUNE*
Factors Group Number r. P.E.
Learning Rata ft Detroit Entire Population 293 .64 .022
Learning Rate & Detroit Control Group 74 .67 .043
* Product-moment method of correlation

Statistically botn of the correlations are relatively high and positive.
That of the control group is higher than that of the entire population— .67
as compared with .64. The reading tests have shown the effect of the specif io
training in the experimental groups which may account for this difference.
The Learning-Rate test is effected by the examiner. In this case the
testing was done by a person other than the class-room teacher. The relation-
ship in both instances is high enough to Indicate that a Learning-Rate test
would be of value to the class-room teaoher in grouping the children for
teaohing.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of the combination
of specific exercises for auditory and visual discrimination, the effect of
specific exercises for visual discrimination and the effect of speoifio ex-
ercises for auditory discrimination in beginning first grade oni
1. The learning rate
2. The reading score
3* The change in the child's visual perception of words, and
4. The change in the child's auditory discrimination between
likenesses and differences in words.
Tests were constructed to measure various functions in beginning read-
ing. These tests were given in September to 540 first grade children. The
children were divided into four groups of approximately 120 each. One group
was taught material designed to develop visual discrimination and material
designed to develop auditory discrimination for ten minutes a day for thirty
successive school days. The second group was taught the visual material only
for ten minutes a day, and the third group was taught the auditory material
only for the same amount of time, while the fourth group—the control group—
tiad no particular training. The battery of tests was repeated at the close
pf the teaching period. An individual oral reading test was given in Feb-
reary and a learning-rate test and reading test in June.
V
J
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Conclusions i
km The effect of the experimental materials on Reading
Achievement
1. All experimental groups were superior to the control
group in Heading achievement In November, February and June* At every measur*
ing period after the auditory and visual discrimination exeroisee had been
given* the experimental groups showed statistically significant superiority 14
reading achievement to the control group.
2. In the Detroit Kord Reco nition Test in November
the three experimental groups were superior to the control group. The mean
score for the combined group was 8*06 words, for the visual group 7.24 words,
and for the auditory group 4.24 words, compared with 2.53 words for the con-
trol group. The critical ratios bein t- 7.17, 6.63, and 3.66 showed these
{differences all to be statistically significant.
3* The individual Oral Reading: Test in February shows
Mm three experimental groups to be superior to the control group. The mean
score for the combined group was 93.40 words, for the visual group 85 words,
and for the auditory group 75.70 words, compared with 59.40 words for the
tontrol group. The oritioal ratios being 6.69, 4.61 and 3.06 showed k11 thesj
differences to be statistically si, nlfleant.
4. The Detroit fiord Recognition Tost in June showed
the three experimental groups superior to the control group. The mean score
Fer the combined group was 21.46, for the visual group 19.12 words, ana for
fchs auditory group 19.99 words compared with 14.53 words for the control
|roup. The oritioal ratios being 5.09, 3.47 and 3.90 showed these differences
wo be statistically significant.
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5. The June reeding achievement test scores showed
the experimental teaching materials to be in the following order of increas-
ing effectiveness i visual perception training, auditory perception training,
visual and auditory training oomblnod. The differences between the three
types were slight—visual being 19.12, auditory 19.99, oomblnod 21.46, non-
pared to 14.55 for the control group.
6. The reading; achievement teat in November
showed the experimental teaching materials to be in the following order of
increasing effectiveness! auditory perception training, visual perception
training, combined visual and auditory perception training.
The February achievement test showed the same order, but the differenoe
between the auditory and the other two was less than in November, and the
June test showed the auditory group slightly superior to the visual. Visual
training may be more effective in the beginning teaching.
B. Gains on Special Tests
ex*.
1
1. All experiiaental groups showed sifnifioant
increases as compared to the control croup in rate-of-learning test soores.
a. The mean number of words learned for the
oombined group in November was 4.53, for the visual group 4.64, and for the
auditory group 4.26, compared to 2.59 words for the control group. The
(critical ratios being 6.66, 7.22 and 6.44 showed that these differences were
all statistically significant.
b. The mean number of words learned for the
oombined group in June was 6.98, for the visual group 6.54, and for the
auditory group 6.87, compared with 4.29 for! the control group. The oritioal
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ratios being 8.96, 6*40 and 8.89 thawed ell the»o differences to be statisti-
oelly significant.
2. The combined end visual groups, both of which had had
speoifio visual peroeption training, wade significant gains on the visual
test in November. The auditory and control groups showed little change in
this skill.
a. The mean score for the combined group in
November was 35.38 compared to 30.22 for the control group. Vfhen the differ-
snoe between the moans of the September and November tests was found t and ths
standard error computed, the critical ratio was 2.25. The ohanoes are 97 out
of a hundred that this is a true difference.
b. The mean score for the visual group was 34.3!
compared with 30.22 for the control group. The critical ratio being 3.22
showed this difference to be statistically significant.
o. The mean score for the auditory group was
83.22 compared with 30.22 for the control group. The critical ratio in the
September test for these two groups was 2.00, and in November 2*30.
3. The combined and visual groups made significant sains
on the Lee-Clark Test in November. The auditory and control groups showed
Little ohange. This test is a measure of visual peroeption.
a. The mean soore for the oombined gro.;p was
42*40, compared to 36.60 for the control group. The oombined group made its
largest gain in the highest scores.
b. The mean score for the visual group was 44.10
compared to 36.80 for the control group. This difference was statistically
t&gnlfleant.
S4

o. The moan score for the auditory group w&i
40.45, compared to 36.80 for the oontrol group* The oritloal ratio for these
groups in September was 2.31, and in November 2.22.
4. Ho group made a significant gain on the auditory test
in November.
C. Sea differenoes
1. It appears that sex differenoes in reading achievement
disappear when specifio training for auditory and visual discrimination is
given in beginning reading.
a. The girls of the control group were superior
to the boys in reading achievement in November, February and June. The mean
soore for the girls in November was 3.01 words compared to 1.36 words for the
boys } In February 75.20 words compared to 47.00 words j and in June 17.68
compared to 11.68 words. The critical ratios being 11.00, 4.36, and 5.12
showed all those differenoes to be statistically significant.
b. There was no significant difference between
the girls and boys in any of the experimental groups.
D. Adjusting instruction on the basis of Speoiflc Needs
1. The effectiveness of the exercises for developing
auditory and visual perception was in relation to the need. Low groups given
special tr4ining showed r.uoh more increase in reading achievement over
matched ohildren in the oontrol group than did children whose auditory and
visual test scores were medium or high.
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a. The mean score for the low auditory group
on the Detroit reading test in June was 21.61 words t compared to 10.99 words for
for the low oontrol group. The oritioal ratio being 4.82 showed this differ-
ence to be statistically significant.
b. The mean score for the medium auditory
group was 19.60 words compared to 14.56 words for the medium oontrol group.
The chances are 95 out of a hundred that this is tv true difference.
c. The mean soore for the hi£h auditory £roup
was 17.96 words oompared to 17.82 words for the high oontrol group.
d. The mean soore for the low visual group
was 15.28 words compared to 9.68 words for the low oontrol group. The
ehanoes are 98 out of a hundred that this is a true difference.
e. The mean soore for the medium visual group
was 19.60 words oompared to 14.44 words for the medium control group. The
chances are 98 out of a hundred that this is a true difference.
f . The mean soore for the high visual group
was 22.72, oompared with 19.24 words for the high oontrol group. The chances
are 88 out of a hundred that this is a true difference.
£• Predictive values of the various preliminary tests .
1. The correlations between the various preliminary
tests and reading achievement in June nere all positive and relatively low,
too low to be of value in predicting probable success in beginning reading.

CH.xTER VI
SliOOSSTIOHS FOP. VIIIIN RESEARCH
2 Problesxs suggested froc Analysis of the data In this study
t
1* To study the growth of auditory discrimination during the
whols first year of school.
2m To study sox diffsrsncss resulting froai spool fic auditory and
visual training on a larger population.
3. To study ths effect of auditory and visual training on
individual diffsrsncss on a larger population.
II Problems suggested during ths tostinr program t
1* To study ths offset of length of sentences ana length of
paragraphs on reading ability.
2. To study effect of teachinf individual words and presenting
new words In phrases*
3* To study the relative difficulty of capital anu assail lettwrs.

APPEKDIX A
TEACHING ajATEiilALS

TEACHER'S MANUAL,
These exercises are planned to develop tho ability to hear similarities
and differences in tho sound of words In children who are beginning to loarn
to read* All the words in the exercises are included in To International
Kindergarten Union Vocabulary* fcos^ of the er.phasis is plaoed on the aud-
itory and oral sides, bat the ritual is included where it seened advisable*
All the oonsonants are included exoept q, x, and t, which ure rather diffi-
oult and not necessary at this stage* Some practice is given in all the
short vowels in the rhyaing exercises* The most coasaon blends arc i eluded
after the consoa&nte have been taught singly* Each exercise is planned for
approximately ten adnutes* Complete aastery of all the sounds is not ex-
pected, rather it is hoped that the child ioay boource familiar with the vario
sounds and be able to discriminate between then, when he hoars thesn in words,
and that he aay notice similarities and differences in the sounds of words.
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rmn day
LI3TEK1KQ rCU SIMILAR SoUHDS AP TUK BS'JI.KIBG cl- ^.QHDS
Caution* In dictating the lists be careful not to Indicate the correct
word by dropping your voice. Watch each child's reaction.
"I'm going to say soiuo words that be,; in with "s" (so nd) like seven.
Listen and see if you can hear the sound."
Dictate!
"said, see, sent, set, say, sand, sister"
"Did you hear "" (sound) at the beginning of each word? Now I'll say
some words that begin with "r" (sound) likre room."
Dictate
i
"rabbit, room, robin, rolls, run. Did you hear "r" in all the
words?"
"How we* 11 play a gasie. Close your eyes an- listen. 1*11 say sorue
words that begin with "f" like for. When you hear a word that doesn't be in
like "for" olap your hands."
Dictate
t
•face, fairy, fall, family, fanx, fat, father, pluy
,
far, fast"
Watch carefully to see which children get the difference first, and which
ones Just follow the leader.
"Ready, listen,
first, finger, fish, first, fit, fix, far, feed, find, now
, finish
fold, food"
"Listen now for words that begin with "g" (sound) like girl. Keep your
eyos olosed tightly. If you hear a word that, doesn't be.^in with "g", olap
your hanct."

"Readyl gloves, go, gold, got, grata, gets, gardon, *ift, -irl, t-lass,
gum, goods, going, mother
,
folf, gallop."
"Ready* Listen for words with "g" again".
Dictate
t
"gas, gallop, gasolene, f.ive, glad, .roes. Goldilocks, o , .
,
Samt, great, £l*d » £oes, rlr.ht , goose, gate."
"Be sure to keep your eyes closed. Lieten oarofully. This time I'll
say soot words that bejin with "m" like Mary. When you hear a word that
doesn't be^in with "m", stand. Ready, listen."
Dictate i
"nan, made, mail, make, me, meadow, mother, mouse, movies, music,
orange, my, mark, market"
"Listen for words with "m" again."
Dictate:
"minute, nasHua, many, march, may, meat, mind, Monday, monkey,
morning, most, put
,
matter, mean, mistake"
"This time I'll say some words that begin with "h" (sound) like hat.
If you hear a word that doesn't btgin with "h" (sound), stand. Listen
earefully and see who will be the first one to hear a word that doesn't
start with "h".
Diotatet
"had, hail, hand, handkerchief, have, hoary, help, his, horse,
hungry, hurry, hold, hot, hammer, hair, boy
,
head, heel"
"Listen for words that begin with "h" (sound) again* Remember when yo\|
hear a word that doesn't start with "h", stand. Close your eyes everyone
and listen."
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Dictate
i
"half, hard, hatohet, horn, house, hurrah, hill, home, hosa, hope,
hunt, hit, elag
,
hello, hii., herself
SSCOHD DAY
LISTEMIKO FcR »f" AS BSJINKIBO SOUND
"I want you to listen to some words."
Say i
"for, feet, fix, fit." Write the words on the board as you say
them.
"These words all begin alike with "f" (sound) "f" (name). I'll say
some names that be,- in with "f" and you say them after me. I want to he^r
"f" (sound) in each word."
Dictate these words emphasizing the first sound and have the children
repeat each name after you.
"Fred, Francis, Frank, Florence"
"How let's say some numbers that be.^in with "f" (sound). You listen
oarefully and say them after me."
Dictate these numbers and have the children repeat them:
"four, fire, fourteen, fifteen, forty, fifty"
"Do you know what riddles are? I'll tell you something about the word
and you try to guess the answer."
"Here are some riddles. The answers are all words that begin with "f".
Give just the "f" (sound) to indioate the beginning of the word.
"Tell me something that grows on trees and is good to eat. f rait
Tell me something you eat with, f ork
Tell we something birds oan do. f _lv_

Toll me the name of an automobile. F ord
Tell a ga&o boys like to play, f ootball
Tell me something pretty that grows in a garden* f lowers
Tell me what we eat* f ood
Tell at what the farmer has to keep hie cows in the field* f er.ce
Tell cm soa,ethiu{; that twist* • f i sh
Tell me someone who hae a farm, f ar^er
Tell me how fire engines go to a fire* f ast
Tell me what pi11 owe are rcade of* f gathers"
"Does anyone 'e name begin with "F"?
If you have a ohild whose name begins with "F" and he does not recoj^iise
it, try to have someone else get it* If no one in the group can tell, you
tell the ohild* Say his none and have him say it after you*
"See if you oan tell me the name of a day of the week*" F rlday
"I'll eay some words and you say the first sound".
Dictate i
"finish, fireman, fit, feeding, few, fern"
"All these words begin with "f", (sound). Listen when we are out d ore
today and see if you hear anyone say any word that begins with Nf", (sound)
and tell me after recess the words you heard."
"How many words oan you say that be{*in with "f" (sound)?
Oive individuals turns with the other children listening to check them.
Caution t Watch carefully for errors. If the children do not give
oorreet words, dictate some of the previous lists again—as the names or
numbers—and have the children rive the beginning sound of these words. . o
not allow the children to five incorrect words.
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LIST£K1K0 if-QA "b" AT TKa gggggg 0F WQaDS
"Listen to some words • " Say,
"be, beg, bit" - and write the words on the board as you say them,
"These words ell begin with "b" (sound), "b" (name), I'll say the nacos
of soiae things to eat that begin with "b" (sound). Tou say then after me.
I want to hear the first sound every time."
Diotate slowly, having the children say each word after yout
"baoon, banana, beans, beef, beets, berries, biscuits, blackberries
burns"
"These are the names of toys that begin with "b" (sound). Say them
after ate."
Diotate
*
"ball, balloon, baseball, bat, blocks, boats"
"These are the names of eople that begin with "b" (sound). Say them
after me."
Diotate
i
"baker, blacksmith, bookkeeper, boys, butcher"
"These are the names of things that fly that berin with 'b". Say them
after me." Diotate with the children repeating, each word after yout
"birds, bluebirds, blvejays, bumble bet, butterflies"
•What was the first sound in each of these words?"
"These are the names of animals that be^in with "b" (sound). Say then
after me." Diotate
t
"bears, billygoats, buffalos, bulldogs, bunnies"

"LeVs ploy * gftB© with words that bc~ln with "b" (eouad)."
h-ve the letter Mb" go the board en© leas tirse then tho nvxi>or of
ohlluren playing, the £«&e. Have the children stand opposite the board There
the letters are. % on the teacher aaya " ;;o", the children can rjn and stand
In front of e letter ee soon as they own think cf a word that, begins with
"b% The ohilu who felle to get c pis** It "IT", Sach child cives his word
end if it aoeen' t besin with *b", he oust be "IT- * fthen eaoh ohild hae
given hie word, ell the children
c
-;o beck whar» thoy started from to want the
toaaher's signal to go again* Each tlx* the ohild muot have a dlfferont
word that begins with "b" beforo he can t&^e a plaoe at tho board.
roi'UTH DAT
lists?? ntc yoa "h" r?r- Igglgg of ggg
"I went you to listen to some words*" Dictates
"had, have, hand", and write tho words on tho board*
"These words ell begin with "h" (sound). I'll say sorae words that begin
with *h" (sound) and you say thee after ae* Those are soae things you oan
do that begin with "h" (sound). Listen and say them after os. n • letatei
"hear, heraser, help, hide, hit, hold, hunt"
"What is the first sound In all these words?"
"Here are the names of soae things you all have that be, in with "h"#
(sound)* Listen and say then after ae." Dictate slowly with the children
repeating each words
"hair, hands, handkerchief, hat, head, heart, heels, home"
"What le the first sound in all these words?"
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"fiere ere sows nanas that bo- in with "K" (sound)* Listen and say tlwc
after tue* Z want u> hoar the first aoucu ovor> tiste* Listen." . lototoi
"iielen. Hoary, Harry* Hatel H
"Lot** taw if cash of you ©an think of a word that begin* with "h"*"
Caution i ftetoh carefully for any child who ives a word whiah door, cot
be^ln with *hw .
"Finish these sentences for Me*1 Give just the nh* sound in the last
word* Have the children complete the words*
"When you out an a pie in two parts eaar, part is a h air.
Witches are out on H Hlloweeu*
We wear hate on our h ends*
Boy Blue was asleep under the h aystack*
When yew nest a friend you say I olio*
Sees go to the flowers for h oney*
If you are late you ranst h urry*
You hang your coat on a h oqfc*
Rabbits ean run and h op*
Little Boy Blue blew his h ora*
Peter Babbit ran sway froa h oae."
Qaaei liave a picture of s bunch of balloons with an "h" on each balloon-
on the board* The teacher sells the balloons* Eaoh child who can s&y a
word that begins with *h" can have a balloon* Lot the oh' Id seleot the
balloon he wants, and the teacher writes the word he says in the balloon,
and the child's nasae under the balloon* Try to have every child pH) at
least one balloon*
1

KEY I lift OF "f, "b". "h", AS BESITTWISG :.
Put these letters on the board—"f", "b", "h".
"We'll play a game today with all these letters we have learned* 1*11
ay so&as words that begin with those letters and you five the first sound
you hear." Diotate and have the ohildren say the word after you and then
Sire the first sound
»
"be 1loons, band, between, hair, hands, faoe, fairies, fatally,
father, bunblebee, hello, high, hills, fighting* first, finish"
(Baton Individuals to be sure eaoh one rivea corroot sound)
Oa»s for drill i Select two ohildren to be "IT" and dictate those words:
"baby, big, hat, forget, found, funny, hair, hen, blue, bite". The
children who are "IT* try to find the letter on the board that is the first
sound they hear in the word and say the sound* The one who netc it first,
gets one p int. Keep the score for the tea words* If a onild finds the
wrong letter, any child who sees the error can be "IT". Select two i&oro
ohildren for this group of ten words
i
"finger, fight, hot, how, hite, banana, baker, blackberry, fairy,
heel." Select two ohildren for this group of ten words
i
"hill, herself, hi», first, fish, fast, ball, basket, bam, bean."
Select two other children for this list*
"burn, busy, Friday, fox, for, follow, hee, hang, her, baby."

SIXTH rOAi
LISTENING FOR "g" MB "c" AS iUOINNII.'G SOUKT i
"Today we are going to listen for words that begin like o, rive, gat,"
.-rite tha words on the board as you say them, "These words all be; in with
"g" (sound). Ilere are some names that begin with HG". Listen and say their,
after me."
Dictate
i
"Gertrude, Grace, Granur.ua, Goldilocks"—Have the oh'ldren repeat
the words after you.
"What is the first sound in nil these words? Hero are r.a.o ian o to
•at that begin with "gM ." Dictate
i
"Grapes, grapefruit, gr*vy :
"1*11 ask you some questions. The answers to these questions all begin
with "g". See how many you oan answer."
"How does a horse go -when ho , oes fast? gallop
What do we keep an automobile in? garage
Where does the farmer £vcm his oegetables? garden
What do we need to r*ke ajtoaooiles f: so? gasoline
What are windows ai&de of? glass
What do you have to keep your hands wwra? -loves
What animal has horns and can butt? goat
Who was the little girl who went to the Three dears' Uouee? oolullooks
"These words all begin alike." Oiotatei
"oan, call, cup"
and write them on the board. They all begin with "o" (sound). Listen to

these words. They are the nancs of things to eat and all be,; In vitll "o".
(sound). Say them after me." dictate slowly emphasising the first sound.
The children repeat each word*
"oabba^e, aake, candy, carrots, coconut, cookie?, corn, cr&okers,
cranberries"
"What ie the first sound in all these words? I'll say the names of
some animals that be£:in with "o* (sound). You say the-n after ma." Dictate
J
"calf, camel, oat, cow"
"Here are the names of some people that be^in with "o" ( sound ).".-<i etate
:
"captain, cardinal, carpenter, catcher, clown, conductor, cowboy"
"Here are some words that are the names of things we may find in a
house. They all be ;in with "o" (sound). Say their, after me." Dictate*
"cabinet, candles, carpet, clock, closet, clothespins, -ouch,
cradle, cupboard, curtains"
"Let's see if you can each tell m one word that bojins with ".--" (sound
like £0 and one word that begins with "c" (sound) like oat ."
Caution i
If there are very many errors, return to the lists and have the child-
ren repeat thorn after you a^air. rather than allowing them to develop a con-
fusion.
SEVENTH LAY
LISTENING F03 "1" JgD "m" AS 3gaiNNIKS SPUN S
"Listen to these words". Dictate and write on the board
i
"look, let, lot"
"These words all begin with "1" (sound) (name).

"Here are same things that ~row that be^in with "1" (sound), Li ten
and say them after mo." dictate i
"lawns, lotions, lettuo*, lilacs, lilies, leaves"
"The first sound in all these words is "1" (sound). lero are sane
things you can do that berin with the aar.e sound. Say Uio^ after :
Dictate
i
"lau h» learn, lift, listen, look"
"What is the first sound in all these words?"
"Tell ne thinns that be-in with "1" that will finish those sentences."
—Just give the first sound in the answers as a lead to the ohil Iron.
—
"The mailnan brings letters .
A baby sheep is called a .aab
The boys had a "boat on the lsJce .
Happy people lfcu_h.
Shoes are s»de of leather .
We oan r,«t books at the library .
Bread is made into loaves .
At recess the children ate lunch."
"Listen to some words that berin with another sound." Dictate and
writ* on the board i
"me, ay, aay"
"All these words begin alike with "in" (sound) "si" (name). Here are
8one xuuaes that be^in wich "K". Listen and say then after e©." dictate:
"Mary, May, Michael, Karie, liartha, Kildred, Uartin"
"What is the first sound in all these nanes? Here are MM things you
oan do that begin with "n" (sound), too."

' 4
"Llaten and aa; tha worde after mi. I want to hear "a" In every word*"
lactate i
"ranrch, nark, jiifttoh, uiaaure, ciind, mOTe"
"Tell r* the first ao-unc in all these *ords."
"Let»e 8ee how MMp words wo can aa,/ that becin like ne, agr and aay ."
iN>int to thoew words on tha boar I. Lot oaeh child have a turn to aay worda
that be^in fM V.
"Sow ac«3 how r«any words you c*n "-hiiL of that be;in llka~»l>»ok, lot
and let*" "oint to tha wordn ;>n tfio board. Let each ohild have a turn
and watch for any errors.
-T^?a ;.at
RKVIStt OF "r", "o", "1", ASP V AS ^.0 : IK3 :.
Put tha letters on the board,
"Today shall work with tha new lettore we hove learned this weak.
I»U aay some worda be^inn lv.r with aaoh of bhsse letters MM you say the
word after m and than tell Mi tha first sound in the word. Listen care-
fully. " ^iotatwt
*Qmf*trut%t ge*t*j £ood-*by, «tx, saost, oeterplllar, carrying,
oarrota, lid, lift, lunch, lovely, ^ate, osrrla^e, low, rtid>Jle'?
Be ture eaoh child s&ya every word and every begia&llig sound.
•jiow we'll play a came with tha so word*. Each of you will take turna.
1*11 »ay a word and you tell r.* one that be^ina with the aar* eo*^, If
you give a oorreet word. It will count a point, »>« , 11 aee who ;-.ota the
boat words," Dictate alowly and allow each ohild tice to think of a word
beginning with a similar eonaonant. Keep a record for each ohild on the

board.
"gold, canary* late, mind, mistake, lot, coconut, olf, cock-a-doodle-
doo, get, laundry, monkey, j-orain,
,
loud, collar, grab"
If any one HnmA is troubling, give extra practice, -ho so words uro sug-
gestions for t-.eso sound* •
"oarry, ea.p, oaiael3, can, arden, k>ate, getting, girl, giving, lion,
lily, like, listen, long, raarch, r.jR.tch*r, measles, medicine, molted."
Caution
t
Do not try to hurry too fast. Be sure tho child has a fair chance for
a turn before giving someone else the turn. If a child gives a word be-
ginning with a wrong sound, let any child who notices it have the turn to
give a correct one.
KIBTH DAY
REVIEW FOB "f", "b", "h", V, "e", "1", "m", AS BESIHKIKO SOUNDS
Have seven of each of these letters (43 letters la &H) on the boare
all mixed together.
"Today we are going to play vrith all the letters we have been working
with. First 1*11 gay some words 1 varxt you to say the word af^er re,"
Dictate t
"music, grasshopper, candy, cane, ladder, far, fed, happy, hard,
bacon, bag."
•This time say the word after r.»; then tell ice the the v.ord
begin* with." Repeat the list.
"Sow 1*11 say soa.9 words, and if you can find the first letter on the
board you may draw a circle around it." Tey to get every child It take an

active part* Watch carefully for way errors or confusions that individuals
nay have, Diotatei
"fancy, bathtub, handle, growing, cocoa, lettor, !:^n ,r.. , leiaon,
lesson, olaae, oaptain. Goldilocks, gift, half, hanr, build, bum, race,
few, bucket, hallo, garage, clock, long, warbles, loavas, lino, clap, coal,
galloping, gas, hatchet, honey, buss, bucap, fallow, fish, broker,, bunny,
fasten, hall, Halloween, glass, ^irls, corn, count"
Caution:
Do not dictate the words too fast and do not allow a few children to
find all the letters. Have every child take part in the game.
TENTH DAY
LisTmi;! : or "r", "b", "g", "l". "a:", as i r..-.;. »/jz:a
Htvo these letters on the board.
"We know these letters when they are at the beginning of a word. Listerjj,
When I say a word you tell me the first sound." Dictate
i
"for, boy, girl, little, ae"
Have the children ?-ive only the first sound. Repeat the list calling on
individuals for the beginning sound,
"Today we are going to listen for the last sound in sorae words. All
the words will end with one of these sounds. Listen and see if jou can hear
"f* (sound) at the end of these words. Say the words after ae." Dictate
slowly, emphasising the last sounds
"beef, ohiof, half, if, knife, leaf, loaf, off, scarf, self, snolf
"What was the last sound in each word?"

"Bow I'll eay tone words that and in "b" (sound). Be cure to say the
"b" so that I oan hoar you." Dictate
i
"bib, bulb, ' cab, club, crab, grab, job, knob, rub"
"What was the last sound in all these words?"
"Now we'll say so^ie words that end in "g" (sound). Listen oarofully
and say them after iae." Dictnte slowly, emphasizing the final "g"i
"bar, beg, bin, bug, dip, dog, egg, flag, frog, jig, le , lo-,
P»S» pi£» rag"« "What did all these words end in?"
"How we'll say sosse words that end in "1" (sound). Listen and say the
words after me." Dictate and hare the children repeat the words t
"all, ball, barrel, bell, bicycle, bottle, bowl, call, camel, hill,
aall, nickel, pail, pencil" • "Vihat was the last sound in all these words?"
"How we* 11 say some words that end in "m" (sound). Li rten and say
these words after me." Die 'ate and hav* the class repeat each word. Be
euro to emphasise the final "n" in dictating the liati
"arm, bloom, bottom, broom, cacae, cream, dream, drum, farm, fron,
gun, hem, plum, room, seem, stem, team, warm".
"What was the last sound in all these words?"
"Let's play a game. All stand up and I'll say some words and you say
the last tound. If you say the wrong sound, you must sit down. Vie '11 see
who oan stand up the longest. Kemember you will just say the last sound."
•-Watch individual responses* Be sure eaoi; child sits down if he misses.
—
Dictate
i
"hern, if, cab, log, crab, nickel
,
worm, wall, tug, tub, till, rum,
bulb, bloom, egg"
Let all the children stand again ana play again us in;-, words listed here.
t
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2LKVENTH DAY
LISTENING FOR "d" Alt "j" AG BE3INKW BOtflM
"I*a going to say sous words that begin alike. Listen. " Diotate and
write these -words on the board as you say them»
"do, day, dog".
"All these wcrd3 begin with "d" (Eound) d (naaie). Say them with me."
Repeat the three words again. "Here ar« socio more words that begin with
"d" (sound). Listen and say them after me. Those are all tilings to do.
Be sure to say the first sound so I can hear it." Dictate these words rlowl^
emphasising the first sound:
"danoe, decorate, dig, digging, draw, dream, drill, drin1
., drive
dust. What is the first sound in all the words 7"
"Here are the naa»8 of some things that are good to eat that begin
with "d" (sound). Listen and say ttfcfSI after me." Dictate
i
"dandelions, dates, doughnuts".
"Sow we* 11 say the names of some things that most boys and
,
iris like.
Listen first and say the word after me. All of these words berin with "d"
(sound) Dictate
»
"desk, dinner, dogs, drums, dolls."
"All these words are names of people that begin with "d" (sound). Say
thea after me. Let me hear "d" (sound) at the beginning of each word."
Diotate
»
"daddy, dentist, doctor"
"These are names of animals that begin with "d". Cay them after xae."
Dictate i "deer, dogs, donkey, duoks".
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See If you oen think of aono word* that benin with "d". I'll ask
tarn*
O^uostiana that you oan answer with words tliat bej;in with "d"
.
"".That month doe.'? Christejaa coxae In? :»ece»ber
Whet dn you call a ten cent piece dice
Ifhat do wo havo to aat dinner front dishes
How do -cu cm in+o the house? door
What it the naao for 12 esse?" doBea
•Does anyone's nesae btfin with V (aound)? So you k .ow uxy boy or cir
whosa naaa bo-ine with V ( Bound)?" If you haw a child in the nroup
whose |WeV# begins with "d* and ha doesn't reoorniac it, toll bin. Say his
nana and hay© Ma repeat it»
"Kow I'll say sow* words that bacin with a different sound. Listen,"
Dictate, and write these worda on the bo^rdi
"Jack, Jay, jtaap"
These words bar in alike. They all start with *fM TM
Usten to soae acre worda that bacin with ".f. These are peoples' naaos
that befin with "J" (aound). Have the nildran repeat each word as you
say
it. Dictate?
•John, Joe, Joseph, Julia, Jack, JoeophW
•What is the first aound in these worda?"
"These are the nones of things to eat that boi:in with
n
j
w
.
Cay then
after *s." Dictate • i
•jello, >lly, v1a»w
•These words berin alike. Sa^ then after BN Let ae hear Uie "J" In
<*ach wrrt." Dictate
t
•Jtasp, Junped, juapin', Jvsapa"

"The names of three month* of the year be.jin with "J" (sound). Say
tliem after ma." Dictate*
"January, June, July"
"Do you know what Mother Goose people went up to the hill? Jack and Ji
TChat is the name of the first worth of ~he year7 January
Who taker, care oi our school bu lding;? *anli.or
What do we use pumpkins for Halloween? *ack-o-lanterns
What doss mother Keep jelly in? jar
"Let's see if each of you can tell iae one word that beerina with
"J"
like jelly."
Watch for any arrore or confusions whioh individual chilcren may have.
If it seems necessary, have the child repeat after you tgtta the lists pro*
ided in this lesson*
T, 'iUTH PAY
L1STLKIKG rOK "k" /JSP *n" A6 B Glg.NIKO S^WtiS
"Listen for the first sound in these words."
Dictate and write on the board}
"no, not, now"
"These words be^.in with "n" (sound). Hay then with me, and be sure to
•ay the first sound so I c^n hear it." Rnpeat the three words.
"Here are some numbers that bcf in with "n" (sound). Lir.tenI fay them
after me." dictate
i
"nine, nineteen"
"These arc some things you have that be.r;in with "n" (sound). Listen for
"n" (sound) at the ue^inninf* of eao word. Say the words after ne." Dictate!
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"sane, neck, neighbors, uom, napkins"
"What It the first sound in each of these words?"
"I'll tell you ease etories r.nd every tine you hear e. word that be/- ins
|with "n* (sound) olap your hands and tell ^o tho word. Lirter. tmd be sure you
get every word that begins with "n" (r.ound). Clap your hands as soon as you
hear It* 1*
In reading theee sontenoes, rar.phaaise the underlined words:
"The carpenter needs nails »
Thanksgiving cotaee in November .
The birde are building new aeats.
BKMfett ^oy noftf^y ^oat hie nooktle .
Mother needs a needle *
Neither boy mm Ml I feM newspaper*
Kay I have a :;lck»lV
The people in the next house are our neighbors*
Kobody made any nolso«"
"Theee words bejrir. with a different sound. Listenl" Dictate*
"Kiss, kid, klte"-^»riting these words on the board ae you say
than*
"Ail these words begin with "k". Say then with toe," Eepeat the three
word* and point to then an the board*
"Here are some names of things children like that bepin wi-Ji "k*. Say
then after me«" Dictates
"kiddie oar, fcindorpa; ten, kites, kittens''
"All thoce words be,;ln with what sound?"
"These are the nones of eoiae things you oan Co that bo- in with "k"( sound
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Li atari." Dlofcatei
*klok, ld.se, keep".
"The answers to %tWtS lusstions befcin with "k". See If you eer. tell ^s
all tho enawers."
**fchat root", doss aether cook in? kitchen
Vfhat coos other bell water in? kettle
What do ;;ou call baby oats? Ij4»
TThat is a baby oat called! kitten
What can boys fly? kites
What do we wee to unlock a door? K*£
TJhat do you do with a football? kiok"
"Can you tsll rae any word that begins with "k" (sound)?" If a ohild
gives a word that barins with Mc" but has V sound, accept it.
gmggngg ag
"Lietea to these words." Metatei
"papa, page, packare, paneiee"—'writing the words on the bojtrd as
you aay thesu
"These words all begin with the same sound—"?" ( sounc* ) • I'll say ths
aas»8 of sons things to eat that be ' in with "p1 ( sound)* tf*H liete? and
•ay thoci after as." Licit • these words slowly esphasicinc ^he first so ruU
"pancake, peaches, peanuts, pears, pec*s, pickles, plutas, ; -orriilce,
potatoes, puapxins"
"We'll say the names of cojte things to do that berin wilh " " (so\axct)#
Say thera after «e«"
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Dictate
i
"paddle, paint, pass, pay, pick, pinch, plant, play, plow, point,
pull, pretend"
"Here are so&e names that be.^in with n p" (sound). Say them after me."
Dictate:
"Peter Pan, Peter-Rabbit, Paul, Pauline, Patsy, Pilgrims"
"What is the first sound in all these wor-Js?"
"These are some words that be^in with "r" (sound) like run." Dictate
these words and write them on the board at the same timei
"radio, raisin, ring, ride"
"1*11 say some other words that begin with "r" (sound) and you say
them after me." Diotatei
"rubber, rope, rocking-horse, river, radiator, rag, reach, red
breast"
"These are people's names that begin with "R" (sound). Say them
after me." Dictate:
"Robert, Richard, Roy, Ralph, Ruth, Raymond, Rosemary"
"Here are some riddles. The answers being with "p". Can you guess
the answers?"
"Something to write on paper
A bird that talks parrot
Something to write with Pencil or pen
A piece of money penny
When you hare lunch out-of-doors, it is a picnic
A white rabbit's ears are pink
Vie make jack-o-lanterns of pumpkins"
/
"The answers to these riddles bee;in with V. Can you cuoss the answers
Se listen to pro&raxe oa the rti<>lo .
i.hat can you do with a bell? rin-; it
fthat pulls Santa's Sloi-^h] reindeer
What do jou do In an automobile? ride
What do you have to keop your feot dry on rainy days? rubbers
RSVIBif
listhniks rcg "u". ^
W
J "k
M
,
"n", y, "r", a;, rr.^nwiso
Put these letter* on the board—d, j, k, B| p, and r.
"We'll work with ill the letters we have had this ?reck, 1*11 say son©
words said you say the first sound," Dictate slowly, emphasis in" the first
souad. Be sure all the shildren are ivin£ the sounds, Diocatoj
"dog, January, kite, nine, pe-per, real, pumpkin, rut, kitty, keep,
jello, juiee, read, rooees, newspaper, nest". Put a circle on the board
with the letters arranged as In Pi.;ore I.
"We'll pley Kerry-go-round with these letters."
"You ^.ust say a word that be - Ins *ith
each sound to laake the wheel go around,
I»ll ride first like this: day, Jo.;n
kite, no, play, raoe. Lee's MM row
Figure I fast you can zaake It so. If you "lve a
word that begins with tho wro&c sound, you laust stop and befin over."
Let each child have a turn.
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Draw a hill with the letters on it as in Figure II,
"Let's play we are goin'* iSUUBflffo To
tnks your sled up the hill you oust
say a word that begins with each letter
i
If you make no aistakes, you nay slide
do-m."
Figure II
FIPT' ' Vril j\Y
UgggTOtg "d", "V, "a", V, V, ^ - .
Have theae letters on the board—d, k, n, p, and r. Point to euoh
letter and give the sound, allowing the children to. say thee: also,
"These are the sounds we have been listening for this week at the bo-
ginning of words. Today wo ore coing to listen for the sture sounds at the
end of words, He>re are MM words that end in "d" (sound). Say then after
ste«* Dietate these words slowly, osvphasising final sounds, iiuve the children
ay each word after you. Dictatox
"aboard, afraid, and, around, bad, bond, bird, card, child, cloud,
eold, crowd, dad, fed, field, rood, had, hole, kid, land, load, old, sand"
"These words end in "k" (sound), Say then after cie," Dictate:
"ask, back, black, block, book, broke, chalk, chunk, clock, cook,
crack, dark, fork, Jack, junk, look, nock, oak, pack, stick, talk*
"These words end in V. Listen, "fthen you say the word be sure I can
hear "n" (sound) at the end of every word," dictate the words slowly, asking
the ending sound very noticeable, Dictate
t

"acorn, again, an, barn, bean, can, captain, chain, clear., down,
even, fan, -olden, £un, hen. In, kitten, lawn, lemon, aan, noon, often, pan,
ran, sijn, ten, town, u^on, violin, win"
"These words end in "p" (sound). Say fcheu after z-b bo thut I can hoar
•p" (sound) in every word.*1 Dictate;
"asleep, bump, ca^p, cap, chip, clap, deep, drop, flop, gallop,
help, hop, keep, lamp, nap, peep, rope, soap, sweep, tramp"
"These words end in "r" (sound). Say them after me." Dictate:
"after, alligator, answer, baker, barber, bear, car, cover, door,
ear, either, eraser, farmer, four, hair, jar, ladder, miller, mother, near,
neighbor, our, pair, rather, river, saucer, tear, their, under, .rear, winter,
your"
Put the review letters on the board.
"Let's play a game with the'-e sounds. I'll say a word that be j ins with
one of these sounds and I want you to think of a word that ends with that
same sound. I will point to the letter on the board when I say the word.
The one who cets the word first riay rive another word for MM one else to
natch at the end. For instance, if I said red, you oould say their because
red begins with "r" nnd their ends *rith V. bet's try one together. 'Not 1—
you want a word that ends in what?" help thou if necessary to get a word
with "n" at the end. "This ti:/« let's see if you can do it along. »Dad'. M
Continue, ueinr, words from the previous list6 in this lesson, i tch time have
the one who says the word point to the letter on the board.

sixtsskti; DAY
jJgggSH TO V AT TKK BEGIM IKG OF V.ORDS
"Today we are going to listen i'or a different sound at the beginning of
•080 words* Listen", Dictate and write these words on the board aa you 6ay
thoaii
"wo, way, wet*
"Say these words after iw." dictate the three words again, "Tliese
words all begin with "w* (sound) "w" (naiao). Licten for 6CRae other words
that begin -with V (sound), iiore ore the naraee of sorie thirds you oan do
that begin with V (sound). Say each one after we." :>iotatei
"wait, wake, walk, v.ath, watoh, wave, wish, work"
"These are parts of a house that begin with V (sound). Listen for
*w" (sound) at the beginning tf each word. Say the words after :»."* nictate
•walls, windows, wood"
"I shall bs>gi& sine sentences end see if you can think of a word that
begin* with "w" (sound) to finish the sentences. Listen! M
"The horse was filling a wagon .
Mother said, "If it !sn*t ready, do ret wait" .
The children went for a long walk.
8anta said, ^hat do you want?"
The sun maizea it very warm.
What can you do to help with the dishes? MM>
TTiicn the parade came by we watched .
The wind csme frozi -the west .
The strawberries were growing wild
What do you need to catoh fish with? rsn-.s"

Put eereral w'f on the board.
"Let's play a now game with "w*. Every time you oan think of a word
that begins with V, toll MR and I'll put it on the board and /our name
with it* le'll see who can rot the most words. Be sure your word begins
with V (sound)—like word ."
If any child has difficulty in thinking of a word help him to set one
froa the words 3 ou hire said together. For exuaple, you tai^ht say, "How
did you ooaae to school?" walk , or "tfhat did you do to your faco this uomin;
etc.
;v-:yiiyTg£KTH DAY
LISTSKIKfl r OR w s H "t" AS 3:.C A:ama :.iUffLS
"Today ws shall listen for words that be^in like ao t six, *»*"• -rite
these words on the board at you say them.
"These words begin with H s w (sound) "i u (naae). Listen." Repeat the
words* "Bid you hear "s" (sound) in eaoh word? fnosa are the nasaes of
things that are good to eat that be?;in with "s" (sound). Listen for "s" at
the beginning of eaoh word. Say the words after oe." dictate slowly:
"salad, salt, sandwiches, sauce, soca, soup, spinach, s tuas-> Steele,
Strawberries"
"What is the first sound in each of these words? Here are Lho nar.es of
•caas things to play with that b&*ln with "s" (sound). Do uure to say the
first sound so I can hear it." Dictate 1
"sailboat, sandpile, skates, sldlia, sleds, ooldiora, soo-saw"
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"Her* are the mates or sons numbers that be^in with "s" (sound). Say
then after mm," bictatei
"•©yen, seventeen, six, sixtaen"
"These are the names of some things peoplo weur. Keoh one begins with
"•" (sound). Say thsu after »*e." Dictate:
"sandals, scarf, skirt;, sli^ere, socks, stockings, suits"
"These are the names of MM things you oan do ^hieh be^in with "s"
(sound). Say thea after me." lactate:
"soribble, see, serve, sin7, sit, skats, t-leep, slide, sidle,
sneese, stand"
"Can you answer these questions with a MMrJ that be£in« with "s"( sound)?
"rao ooaes com the chirmoy Christoas r.ro? Sxrmi
What two days of the week be{. :n with MS"? Saturday, Sunday
What do you use to cut out a picture? felMOM
IShat does L'other do with- a neocile end thread? sew
Tshat is a diiae «ade cf? silver
wnat ^oes up the ohixmey? siiokc
fchat can you iuake with snow? snowballs snowed
What do you use to ret your hands clean? eoup
6hat do you sin^t " NM01
"Listen for another sound at the beginning cf these wordc." V>rite
these words on the board as you say them. Diotate:
"to, ten, tall"
These words all be^in with "t" (sound) "t" (naae). Say then \fith s»e."
Repeat the three words having tho children say then too. Point to the first
letter in eaon word as you toy the word.

"Here are the names of some things to eat that be-in with "t" (sound).
Say them after me." Dictate
i
"Toast, tomatoes, turkey, turnips"
"These numbers all begin with "t" (sound). Say them after me. Be
sure that I can hear nt" at the beginning of each word." Dictate
:
"ten, twelve, twenty, two"
"Here are the names of some things we need that begin with "t" (sound).
8ay them after me," Dictate:
"teeth, tie, tongue, toothbrush, tooth paste, towel, tub"
"These words tell when and begin with "t" (sound). Say then after me."
Dictate t
"Tuesday, today, tomocrow"
"'Can you think of the name of a gain that begins with "t" (sound)?"
tag or tannis
"Can you think of the name of an animal that begins with "t" (sound)?"
ti, er
"Do you know the name of a vegetable that begins with "t" (sound)?2
tomato
"What does the train run on?" tracks
"YVhat do apples grow on?" trees
"Tell me a word that begins with "t" (sound)."
Caution:
If the children are giving words that do not begin with "t". Repeat
the first part of the lesson, dictating the words again.

gwggggg uAY
LISTENING FOR "y" ASP "v" a~ iic«;iOTiI»Q fOgfij
"1*11 say sorae words that w»gt< with "y" (eoimd) "y" (none) like yes .
Listen for the first pound." Dictate the following words and write ther. on
the board j "year, you, your"
"I* 11 eey so.ue other words that be^in with ny* (sound). Listen."
Dictate i "yard, yarn, youne, yourself, you'll, year"
"Say the words after ne this time, rie sure to say every word as 1 do."
Dictate the saiae list with children reresfcinf the vords.
"See if you can tell the MNMNNPt to the.se riddles. All the answers
begin with "y" (sound).
"What color is butter?" yellow
•What day car.e before todny?" yesterday
"VOioa do you talro care of in school?" yourself
r
*VThero do wo play at school?" y_ard
**Yhat are woolen uittens rnade of?" yarn
"Kow I'll say some words that he?3n with "vn (sound) (mame) like
rery» Listen." Dictate and write on the boardi "very, visit, violet".
"Listen to sons other words th&t ber;in with "t" (sound)." dictate:
"vegetable, valentines, vacation, varMsh, violin, vase, valley,
vietrola"
.
•Did you hoar "v" (sound) at the berinninr of each word? Say the vords
after no thll tiu«e, I want te hear the first sound—"v"—very ^lfxirily."
Dictate the sa^.o list of words and have the children repeat each word after
you.

"The words to finish these SGU.ton.css becin with "v" (sound). See if
you oan toll me the ri->it word."
"At Oh ri stems time we had a vacation ."
"We put flower a in a vase .
"
"Grapes &row on vinos."
"Grandmother sonetines comes to our house to visit."
"Carrots, potatoes and sniuach are vegetables. 11
"I shall se.y sono more words. You say the word after M an~ then tell
me the first sound. Litton." Dictate
i
"very, yes, yellow, vacation, yours, yard, vietrola, violet**
Caution s Watch each child to be sure that v.v gives the correct- sound. If
•ither sound seems to be causing confusion, repeat the lists containing the
sound at the be^inninr of the lesson.
gggg 0? "w'', "s", "t", V AM nv" ..a i^Oi^xSJ >
"Today's words be/-in with the sounds we have boon working on tlds weeJc.
X'a going to say some words be^innin;' with each of tnese sounds. You say
the first sound in the fiords." Dictate i
"very, want, stronf, teacnor, you, visit, violet, year, yes, your,
Tuesday, six, so, week, water"
"RVll play a ^a*as with these sounds. " (Have the letters on tho board.
Select two children to play. Give these directions.) "1*11 say a word that
begins with one of these sounds and you will both try to think of another
word that begins with the saue sound and find th'3 letter on the board. Who-
•wer gets the most words first, vina."
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Dictate t
"yours, watermelon, euimaer, too, vegetable"
Select two different children for eaoh of the following lists
i
1, violin, turkey, bupuob»
,
went, yoiterday
2* step, west, year, tie, victrola
3. we, vacation, turn.!:, sunshine, yellow
4. -tablecloth, sword, weddin.-, vase, yard,
gggnggj pay
LCTTgngg "OK "g", "t", A*:' "y" rThU, ggggg
Put these letters on the board, a, t, and y.
"You can tell these sounds when you hear then at the be^inninr of a
word. Tell roe the first sound you hoar in these words." Dictate i "Sing,
to, yellow",
"Today we are roin*; to listen Tor these same sotmda at the end of
words* Tell ae the last sound you hear in ls_. I 9 IX say scr.c r.-.ore words that
end in "s" (sound) and you say thoia after MN I want to hear "s" (sound)
ev«ry ti:.e." .vietatet "as, babie3, bulls, bees, boss, bus, chase, class,
dress, glass, bas^, horse, kiss, roise, pr.es, sits, up, yes."
"These words all end in "t" (sound). L if.ten and say the words after
tarn. Be sure to say eaoh word bo that I can .hear "t" at the end." r iotatei
"at, bat, boat, beat, cat, cost, out, dirt, dust, eat, except, fast, flat,
frost, get, goat, heart, hit, hot, it, kept, left, let, Belt, nest, J.- ht,
aet, out, part, parrot, quit, s«?at, visit, wait. 17
"These words eud in "y" (sound). Say thorn after no," I'istatei "alley,
already, angry, any, baby, bo^y, j.^rjay, candy, carry, oelery, city, company,

dandy, dirty, every, empty, forty, grooery, happy, heavy, Jelly, / itty, lady,
muddy, naughty pussy, really, slippery, teddy."
"Lot's Flay a pM of ITM rtllll wiith these nounds. "s n (sound) is
First Base, "t" (sound) is Second Bise, and "y" (sound) is Third Banc. You
be^in with 1st Case. The*. ;o to 2nc Bane and 3rd Base frivinf » word that
ends in the letter on each base to ~?,ke r. Uoae Run. Rerceaber each w ord
must end in the • sevn.' or -:'ie base. ''11 i'lret hoac-ruc to chow you
how* balls, cat, jel ;.y" • t
Let each child have a turn.
f «
Home Mate
DIAGHAM for the board.
•Jft^U'IY-"/- ' : T 1>AY
Wtgggg PGR "th" ANT' "wh" AT TKM B:.\UhMNG Of WOftUS
l
*Soi«etlraes two letters together make one sound. Listen." Dictate and
write on the boards "th3, this, then.". "These words begin with "th"(^cu d)
"th" (names), hero are some more worda that be yin vith the same sound— J, th"
Say thorn after nie." Dictate: "tn-.t, them, there, these thin^". 'Vhat is the
first sound that you heard in all these words? I shall ask so:r.e questions
to see if yew can answer each question with a word that begins with M th"
(sound)"
"What will you have to do to answer these questions?" thjLnk
""^hat is the aumber which co:..es after twslfW>ia ffiirteer.
"What can you do with a oail?" throw
"What day of tae week cutws after Wedueaday7" Thursday

"Wiiut doos aioJier put on hor ringer when ana ia sewing l n tftLrJjle
"Listen for itnother sound." dictate and write
i
"what, when, while". "Those word* berjn with "wh" (sound) "V.il"
(nrast). Siy those words after me. Be v?ry careful of the first sound,"
Dictate, emphasizing the "wh" at the beMnningj
"wheo, wheel, wheelbarrow, where, whether, whioh, while, whiskers,
whoa, why", "v.nat is tho first sound in all these wcrdat"
v
"Lot*! pii. a »aa-<e with words that bftgift with "wh" (sound) and "tn"
(sound)* You all stand up and I'll eay aonaa word* that begin with "wh M (sound
and aosja words that be;;in with "th" (sound) and so:.c other *rord3 that banIn
with other letters. If you hear a word that begins with either of the sounds
%rhn or "th", elap your hands. If you olap for any other sound except "th"
(sound) or "wh" (sound) you must sit down and are out of the f>arae. Liaten
carefully, .,enieniber ju<5t elap if the word begins with "th" (sound) or "wh"
(sound)." Dictate
i
"as, book, the
,
carrot, certainly cellar, eottairw, when
,
December, dimo, fifteen, ftrtai— , » hey, father, furnace, (rood, white
,
rrade,
gun, then
,
taat, iron, jae;f-o«lantern, houses, th^re, key, kni ;ht, juice,
where
,
throw, tomorrow, txieh, tent, thirty .
"
The last one atamrtlng wins. Play ar;ain 'jsin* the same vrords.
i .», >AY
LISTENING /OR "ch" AT ri" 'J :. . :.:;t :3IDIH0 Or KQftOS.
"Yesterday we played with "th" (sound) and "wh" (sound)." write tne
blends or. the board as you say the :. "Today we are ~oin£ to listen for
words that be^,ln like chop, chil-, cluxee." v:rite these words on the board

as you say them. "These two lfetlurs together say "ch" (sound), her© arc
tho names of soiuo thiri{ .a to eat 'hot ucj.iv with B ch ; ' (sound). Lifcten and say
them after ate. * Dictate: "cherries, fthestnuts, chicken, ohoMol>*te6, ch«?ese'
"Toll me tho richt word that Define with "ch" sound to finish these
sentences
*Vl sit on chairs .
We write on the board with chalk.
Wt use our teeth to chew .
The Farmer has boss baby chickens .
S&nte Claus comes down the cnigney .
Hoys Nil cirlc are children .
The policemen in cnar^e of all the *. .lieeraen is the chie f.*'
"Sorretiree we hear "ch" (sound) at the end of a word. Listen and say
these words after me." nictate
i
"teach, biroh, branch, bunch, catch, couch, ditcn, nitcn, aaroii,
match, ouoh. patch, pruch
,
punch, ranch, such, switcti, teach, touch, which."
"What i.- tho last sound in each of these words?"
"l*et , s play with words that be in with nch" (sound) and words that end
With "ch" (sound). If I say a word that begins with "oh" (sound), you mueb
say one that tads with "oh". If I say a word that ends with "ch" (sound),
you must say one that he ins with "oh* (sound). Each time ,ou ret e,
we'll count It one and see who oun at the hi host score."
"If I said children, yo : mi :ht say oatch. Already, ohocolu- ?s."
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Liu oa "at/ 1 ai gg saGiwina igg jv
J
|lg» g igtgj
"Tell Ml the first sound In then , in when . Tell ko the first sound in
chop, the last sound in which. Today re are r.olnr to listen for ft new
sound." Dictate end write
t
"she, shop, ship".
"All these word3 borin with "sh" (sound). Bey them after ae." Rypest.
"These two letters "s" end Mh" together say "eh" (sound), hare are so*..*
other words that bo.;in with "sh" (sound). Say thorn after »e. Br nam to
ss.y "ah" 1, sound) very olearly." dictate
i
"shall, shelf, shine, shoot, show",
"What li the first sond in eaoh of these words? Tejl no a word th^t
begins with "sh" (sound) to finish these sentenoos."
•Scissors are shnr^.
Bo ?oep wa* looWnf; for her j^SSt '
The groceries were on the shelf .
The boy shinei the tno—»
The sun Is shining .
Shepherds take car-? of s heep '.'
"So:aetiraos we hear "sh" (sound) at the end of words. Listenl" Diot&tei
"wish, dish." "Did you hear "sh" (sound) in these words? Here are some
more words that end with "sh" (sound). Say theu after me." Dictate the wordi
•lowly, emphasising tho last sour.di
"brush, tush, dish, English, fish, fresh, rolish, pu«h, rudish,
splash, squash, toothbrush, varnish, wash, wish."

"Let's play a gasi© with words that ^c&iu or tad with "eh" (sound). I'll
•tart and if ay word begins with "sh" (sound), yours auat ©ad in it. >'or
instance, if I say she
,
you could nay v. i
>
. ii j«T*r gi ves the first word nay
be "IT" and give the next one. Ttoweatber your word rauet end t'ue way mine
be\ins."
"shop"
—
TV~ V L-y Ti; j' V
LISTSNl'.'G r OR "dr", "fr", \r"', "br ", "tr" AT Ei. »T,;?.'IHG Q?' :.-Q>iL.-S
"Tell me the first sound in do , in time , in -1 ve , An bi * , in [ug . In
red . Now I'm ;oin* to say so^.e voriz t.uat be?in with two sounds you kncnr.
Listen." dictate
i
"dr*ss, Artlli drive, urop"
"You say these words after r.e". Oictute the saoto list. "These words
ell bep-in with "dr" (sound). (Write the letters on the board.) Now 1*11
•ay some words that begin with ,: tr" (sound) like tree. Listen for "tr"
(sound) in each word." dictate
t
"train, trcunp, triok, trioyole, truck."
"Say the words after ne. I want to hear the first two sounds very
clearly." Dictate the saiae list ami have the children repeat each word.
"These words all berin with "trn (sound). (Put tais blond on the board.)
"This tiae the words will bop;in with "pr" (so md) like ground . Listenl"
Dictate
i
"grape, prow, grocery
,
i=ray"
:,You say these words after MM jJo sure 1 can hear "1 gr" (sound) in
each word." dictate the list, "These words all be*;in with mgrm (sovond).
(Put this blend on the board as you say it.)

"Taie time the word* will all be t>in with "or" (sound) lllco brown .
Listen for "br" (soonti) in each word." lictutei
"Drake, brwakfast, brieve, bright, broil.or"
"Did you hoar "or" (sound) in each »/ord? Say the words after i*.*
Dictate the sace list. "TlMtt words all be t .in with
H brn (sound), ("-rite
thw blend on tho board
•
)
"How *tf'il havy sa»..c v.ord.s that be;;in with "fr ,? (sound) like Fr 1 day .
Li eten I" )ictatef
"fro
,,
fro^, fruit, front, frosen". "8ay these worus after ne."
Dictate the aaJMi list. These words all bejin with "fr" (sound). (Put this
blend on tho board.
)
"Look at these blends on the board. V.'hut letter is in all of theat
•ay the sounds after xae. n Toint to eaoh blond as you say it slowly and
die tine tly.
"Let* s play a L;anie with these letters on the board. We?ll have two
teaias and have «u;is, V.'hen I say a word the one whose turn it is xiiust come
and find the letters tho word begins with and cay the aoxcrid. If you get the
right cue, it counts a point. »v r»i--~y i or ^ our turn. Lis, ten Ci.ro/ ully. *'
Dictate i
"frierii, fresh, criv?;, ;;roen, grandnothor, great, tractor, trunk
%ryv brush, broad, broou, drusi, dream". Count the score*
Cautions
watch for any confusion bit— <m WOtHfl b-.>.: inning with "Mr* and "Br?
II
iw ^ ,/i i 'it l>*
"What is ths first sound you hoar in—can, oouao, £9*^#
in—for, fifht, fit,
In-«jout, push, psft
in—liko, little, live? Semetine
a
Spo hour two sounds together. Li. ton!" Die tatto and write on the board j
*0lass, olap. Those words berjin with "el" (sound.). Say them after roe*"
ItpMti "Class, clap, Zau you hoar "oin ( sound)! Koro are iaore words that
begin with "ol* ( sound)* Listen, and say each word eft*r rw," lct&tsi
"©ley, clam, clear, sliab, cloak, clock, close, closet, clo hos, •
oloud, clowa* lhat > s ths first u pad la ioae words:"
"Listenl" Dictate and write
i
"flv, flat"*
"These words begin with "fl" (sound). Here are svsae other words that
be~in with "fl" (sound). Say them alter lije. Esy the firs' bout--' v-ry cv.rc-
fully." Dietste I "fl«
.,
flew, li :er, flits, floor, flor, flower, ftjrfl .
tfcfcfc it the first sound you said in eaoh of these words?"
"These words begin with different sou; d." Lictate and writoi "play,
plow", "These wor<*s berin with "pi" (sound). Kay theai with T-a." drtpeat.
"Hers are othrr worer that bejrin like play sad plow. Listen and say then
after aie. Be sure no say the firat sound j,l;.inly«" Dictate
i
"plane, plant, planting, plate, platter, playgr&jnd, pi. o c,
please"
.
"What is the first sound in each of these words we .lust eeid?"

1*11 eay aomc word* that bej;in with each of ti.er.e Lhrco blende. You
listen and toll roa the z'irat aouma, Be sui-e to texl iue the first Bound."
Dictate i
"clay, floor, flop, platter, ilcmrer, plain, play^rou i, olouic,
clear, oliab, plate, please."
Put on the board i cl
,
11 , rl .
'Let's pley with words thnt oe .In sriui these ylends. You nay all stand
up* He ahall herin with "ol" ajsjl the first parson i&ust (rive a word that
begins with *V1", the next er.a» one that bo/ins "fl*, and the next,
one that befins with "pi". If you iniss you must sit down* Let 1 a sec who
can stand up the longest. Rertcr.ber the words must begin with .Just these
sounds. You my aay any of the words we have said together."
u:tknii:o : o... voui.^ fo-^s. tuff
_
rsu
"!•« roinv to road you a rhyrne, *>ords whioh sound alike at the end are
rhyalnfr, words. Bed and fed, boy and to^ t aun an,; run, ara rhyinS r,~ wor^s*
Liitsn to this rhyiwJ" Read:
The Surer ll\rt\ Tree
Have pan awajt heard of the itiflij i final Tree?
Tis a Marvel ol n**®*'* renown!
It bl^aras on tho ^hore of the Lollipop £oe
In the garden of ohut-i.ye Town*
So ootw, 1.1, tie ohii, , ouuulo closer m
In your dainty white ..'••;htcap ana owii
And 1*11 rock you away to that t>u,sar-?l«a -ree
In the garden o:' -arc'./© Town,
Head the lines a^ain eicphasisln,' t .o ?.aet word in each lino.

"Uia anyone hear any words that sounded aiko?" If no on I Id car, tell
the words, tell tnen Uiat ronown, town nr.. £wr
.
rhynre, end that troe , wo and
gee rhyoo. Have the children repeat the words after youi
"renown, town, ^own, l,re«, see, ffo." Re-road the stanzas to the
class.
"I'm i;oin£ to toy cher word? that rhyrae with tows and renown and you
•ay the words til* tor Lictute theae wcrd3 slowly and have tho ohHuron
repeat lixaiui
w t:lown, down, tovm# .^own, frown, brown.
*
"These words rhyro because tho-/ somd p.lik* at the end. Hnv© ] «>u over
seen a olown in tho cirous? Let*s MflM a "?tory about a elcvn v:r i-: nil fJMi
words we can that rhyco with clown. I'll start the story and when I give a
Single sound, you say the word that starts with that letter Ml rhymes with
olown* Already. As I was welkin*- o,—t—, I siet s. Tery fur.rry el— . He was
dressed in a br— g— . He did :-.any funny th^nfs. He was runnlnr around
when ho fell d— and bussed his er— . Show am your orown. Let's try this
story again—about the olown who fell down. n Repeat the story apain with
tho ohlldren supplying the rhyainr words. 'Let's tell the story or.ce jaoro
with each one of yon tollinr ao a different word." Kepeat the story with
different ohlldren sayiar tho words, "P^rhspe you would like to ! .r>.e a
picture of this funny clown in his brown rorn later today."
"Lot's see it wo can find soko words that rhyro with Mj$ t&c trno, r iy
these words al'wr xc." Diststs
I
"be, flee, free, he, .p. knee, 4;e%

"Can you finish these sentanoea with words that rhyme with me?" '.Then you
ay the sentence giva just the beginning sound of the last *ord.
"The bird's nest is in the tr ee.
Mother likes to crink t 9a ,
Buzz, bust, says the oumole k ee
.
1*11 look: and m .
Take o;-;e, thoy aro ir oo t "
"See how man^ words you can say that rfeyw with clown."—try ^roup work.
"Viho would like to tell me all the words that thoy oan think of which
rhyae wl th sea 1
"
(individual 8
)
If the children are unable to fc;ive words, repeat tho lists from this
lesson and have the* say the v.ords after ; ou again.
listskii;o rc^ v.o?.n$ that iidYMS v-ira "fall" aKv, ^vbs"
"hutipty Luftipty eat on a wall
Ito.tpty -Euapty had a ,-rrea t fall
All the kin^s horses and all the Kin^s men
Couldn't put Eumpty to ether a,vaiu.
I think you may have all heard of Euapty Oumpty. Do you know what he
? Where Jld he sit? Say tho rhyme with me . " (Let different children
who know the rhyme say it.) "YVh'it vrords sound alike in the first two lines?
(Answer me: r be Htanpty lumpty.) Y<mf listen while I say Ms* first two lines
and see if you oan tell the word that rhymes with wall . Bay the lines again.
Listen to the next two liner see if you oan tell the rhyming words,"
If the children dc not jot "men inS a~*in", tell them.
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"1*11 My km more words that rhyae with wall and fall and you aay
th«a after ~j& » " r ict-,to:
•ball, call, doll, hall, aaall, v.U."
•Khat did you ha*r in all these words!" (if no child oan toll "el} n
,
toll Uiosi.) "L.i t* ft aay thax. once acre." Repeat the list* "aot. I'll aay
ac* wordfc that rhynte with mm ax*u a^alu* Li: teal" I>iet&te»
"broken, ohicken, ch'.ldren, ohinajten, eleven, a/en, fasten, "roxan
hen, kit©hen,kitten, listen, pen, tea, then, when"* "Did you hear "en" at
tho en- of all the -srorcia?"
ler.e are 5-..-.C q «• All the answers aro words that rill1 with
nen.
lihat is a a.w.ber that rh;m©8 with m*n? ton
Xh&t cat. *<? write with? jj*n
n)tO 0»*l: lay o<XS?
|
What oust we do if wo want to hoar a story? listen"
Viaieh U*4oae aeatenoec with words that rhyti» with wall *
au&pty >
-^i -v < : a<3 a treat uil .
Girls like to play with a ball or J oil .
Babies am tl*± I .
Xrooa crcn* '«^ry tall *
I id you hear V.c iher c--ll ; "
"Let's say t - ? together a^ein that rhyae with wall ." " iotate the
list again*

UStKBUB? . OR f.OHDS Tti/.Y KHTIffi fflTH "PLAY" AMD "frlLL"
"Billy, Billy, cone and play,
".k'le the sitn shines brrV.ht ae .'ay."
"Yes, ay Polly, so I will,
for I lovs to please you still,"
"Lii ten to a Bother Goose Shyaae abort Billy, £illy." Road the rhyr.0
twice, enphasir inf rhyxiinr. words* "did you hear « -y :•; yv • «~V en
to tho first two linos apain end eoe if ] ou can toll m the word that rhy.-ies
with pity ." "fleuti the two linos. "L'rten for tho rhyr'ng words in the noxt
two lines*" Read the next two lir.ee, emphasisinc the last word !r. each Jlne*
"Can anyone tell on the words that rhyme?" Tf no child rets will ar.c* still,
Tm& the linos again, askiar ther. to 15et*r. for +.he word that rayrte« with
will ,
"I shall say awr,e words that rhyme with play and day, and want you to
•ay then after no. Listens'* dictate:
"anyway, away, birthday, olay, day, rray, hay, Jay, lay, say, pay,
•ay, stay, troy, way".\
"Those words rifeygi because they sound allies at tho end. ton for
words that rhysae with will acr still." dictate slowly
i
"bill, fill, hill, Jill, kill, will, »i>ill, still, till."
"ffhat did you hoar in all these worus'"
"Car. you finish these ri '.:;!-:.> r rith words •.hat rhyiio witii will?
Jack wont up the hill with Jill.
Vihon you are hiuinf you taust keep very still .
When your f;lass if full of milk you amat be careful that it does
I I
not B^yuu
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Flour 1b ground at a mill."
"The word that will finish the following teutmoea la a word that rhyaos
with j)lay and day . dan you tell me the word? ueneaber it must rhyme with
fflfhen you buy itatttliftf at the store, you must pay .
The oolor of a squirrel is gray .
The boy went to his grandmother's to stu^,
Mother oarried the dishes on a tray."
"Let 1 a say all the -words that rhyme wi Li play again." hopoat the list
and hare the children say tne words after you. Do the same Tor r..\c vords
that rhyme with w ill .
Game i
Have a laader on the hoard with four steps and sea if a child
oan climb the 1* cler by sp-in k v;ord that rhymes with will on eaoh step.
"I'll olinb the ladder first, — still, spill, frill, trill. T.hc
wants to olimb next?"
:Y»:::Kfii lay
MSTr.yriwG por \stZR:.i : M . r kkyms kith "bun" axu Via "
To market, to market, to buy a fat pic,
Koz& again, hot*e again, jiggerty jig.
To Market, to market, to buy a fat nog,
home a^ain, homo a. u-n, jigger ty jog.
To market, to ..arket, to buy a plum bun,
jio.ao a„rain, home a, ain, market is aunu.
"I'll read you a Mother Joose rhyme. Listen for words that sound
alike." Read the whole rhyme, emphasising last words in the linos. "I'll
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read the first two linos again and see if you can hear the word la the
Meond line that rhymes with pig In the first line." Read the lines*
"Listen for two more lines and cee if you can tell me the rhyming words. H
Read the last two lines. If no one can tell oun mi cone , read the lines
again and ask them to listen for the word that rhymes with bun .
"I'll say some words that rhyme with pift and jig and you say thorn after
l. Listen!" <>icu*te:
"big, dig, £i Lt jig. wig."
^•U say soum wcrda -chat rhyrae with 'one and bun . Listen!" Dictato:
"fun, gun, none, run, sun, won."
*Let*i sake iom stories with words that rhyme with big. Faoh tisno I
top, you say a word t.v*t rhymss with big * Be sure It sounds lik» bi
^
«"
When you diotate uhe sentenoe, give just the first sound of the underlined
word.
thinking of the name of a fruit that begins with f fig.
The doll had a g&g of red hair.
The boys are going fisning w>aay so they must dig so^e worms.
The snowman the o.;i*-ren. . .—- .<i: . I .
The children danced u lift*"
"Let'i make some stories with words that rhy^e with dono .
Playing tag it-: lots of fun .
Tim hunter has a now
^
tui .
The game has not boon WgU
When lie woke in tho morning, he saw the sun."

"Le^s play ft ''Wiw with there words that rhyme. 1*11 say a word and
you tell r:\t> ono that rhymes with it. We»ll take turns and see who can toll
oat word 3. lervw.ber your word must rhyrae with the on© I say. If you say
a word which does not rhyme with mine, you are out of the game."
Dictate i
""M", wig, mm, fig, none, fun, fi •, Jlf, m, gun."
LISTtJKIKG F08 WORDS THAI .u >1XH "SIZLL", "IK". AKD "OUT"
Ding, Lang, Bell—Mother Goose
Ling, dong, beil.
Pussy* s la the wolll
Who pu-o her in?
Little Tommy Lin,
r.ho pulled hor out?
Little Johnny Stout.
"Do you know the Mother ^oose Rhyme, , Ding, Dong, Bell'? Listen and
I shall say it for you." Say the rhyne. "If you knew it, say it with Ml
this tine." Say the rhync again on~ha sizing the rhyning words. "Did you
hear any words that rhymed? Listen to the first tr.vo lines." £ . the linos.
2?TThat word* rhyme?" If M one can tell, bell and woll, read the lines again
asking theai to listen for a word that rhymes with bell. Do the next two
lines the same way, and then the last two.
"Hi hare three sets of rhyming words in this rhyme
—
t al l and well
,
in and J. in , and out and gtont. Let's say some other words that rhyne with
bell and well . Listen and say the words after n\e." Dictate and have the
children say their after youi
"fell, ?Jf>ll, sell, shell, piuell, spell, swell, tell".
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"What did you kMMMP In all these words th°t tOMMitt .lust the same?"
Toll them if they cannot tell. Let's nay sato words that rhyme with in and
Lin * Listen an>i say vho wore 9 ift^r w."
"
, i'v:«ttej
"oabi.i, oojsin, napkin, pin, raisin, robin, skin, spin, thin, tin,
twin, win".
"What did you hoar that sounded alike in all these words?" Toll them
if they can not tell.
"Xow we'll say sone words that rhyme with out and Stout . Listen care-
fully and say the words aftor i r."
Dictate:
"about, scout, shout"
"What did you hoar that founded the samo in all these words?" Tell
thorn If thoy can not toll you.
"This time I'll say the first sound and you tell me a word. .Ml these
words must rfcywo with bell ." plot -toi
Mf - n - s - tfc - SDR - if - sw - t -"
"How we shall, ^ake words that rhyme with in." Dictate
i
"sk - Op - th - t - w"
"itako tlioee wo I'd < rhyme v'.'-h out " i>ictatei
;, Sh - SO - ."
"Let's play a ^amc with choc© words. One ahild is 'IT' and snvs a
word as bell , the other ohlldrOB tell his words that rhyme with b*ll and
tho one Mho suy6 the most words, can be 'IT' for words that rhyme with in."

TEACHING MATERIALS
These exercises were planned for the purpose of training children
to see similarities and differences in word forms and word elements
It was intended to be mainly visual, however, the auditory is used
where it seemed neoessary or advisable. The words used were taken
from Gates Primary Word list. The children are not expected to
know or to learn the letters and words in these exercises. Pictures
are used to help give meaning to the words. It is hoped tfcat some
of the meanings and words may carry over into the formal reading
work. No mastery of the words is expected.
COPYRIGHT 1940
KATHRYN M. JUNKINS

DIRECTIONS
Have those boxes on the board.
n n
n m
"Look at tho first box. What two lottors look alike?" Have a child
find the two letters and then draw a lino between thorn, "Bo the same for
the other letter in the box," "Now do the second box."
"Now look at the two big boxes at the top of your page. Put your
finger on the first box. Find two letters that look just alike in that box.
Draw a line from one to the other as we did on tho board.
Be sure to draw a line between the letters that are just alike."
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S
S
L_
b r r m P t t e a
b s s m P r r a e
t q b 1 n n f h m w
t Q 1 b r r f h m
m n b P t f d b 1 i
n m b P t t b d i 1
P P r r g a m n f f
d
j
i 1 a g m n 1 1
d d P Q e c a m m
t ' P
e a c V/ w

DIRECTIONS
Put the followinf 10 pairs of letters on the "black board. Sone alike,
others not, as:
t-t, o-s, f-r, f-t, n-n, n-r, o-c
,
1-f, n-n, j-i,
Ask the children if the first tr/o letters are alike - rut a circle around
then, demonstrate * Do the sane with each pair of letters on the board*
(Let children volunteer to circle pairs)
.
Now look in the boxes on your papers* Sone of the pairs of letters are
alike and others are not.
Each tine you find a pair that is alike put a circle around then.

s-d f-f e-e b-d s-o t-f
k-o r-r d-d a-a c-c r-n
c-c m-w a-o s-t o-o 1-t
r-n a-o g-h n-n v-u h-h
t-t p-p t-n r-r g-a
r-r q-r f-f s-s i-i f-f
a-e d-f u-u y-g k-b n-o
b-b e-e v-w x-x c-c w-m
k-b n-o s-t d-e m-m 1-1
k-k d-e
1 y
e-d t-t
z-s
d-f
z-z
b-b
b-k h-h
d-b p-b
f-f s-s y-g v-v p-p c-e

DIRECTIONS
"In each of these boxes there are five (5) words. Find the
first box. Put your finger on each one of the words in the first box."
"Look at the oard I am going to show you." (Flash the card"my"
"Put your finger on that word." (Be sure all find the word before you
go on with the next word.) "Take your pencil and put an "X" on that
word." (Show the children how to make an "X" by putting it on the
blackboard •
)
Have them find the second box — be sure they all fing the
right box before the card is flashed.
"Now find this word in that box." (Flash the word "He").
Hold the word up before the children about five (5) seconds, then
turn it down. If it ie necessary show it the second or third time.
Help any child that seems confised. Do not do the work for him,
but draw his attention to the word or some part of the word. This
is not a test but an exercise in matching.

. III. ... - 1
be my
to
if we
of up
do
in so
go by
is
us he
as in
go
do we
or - to
as
be me
up we
be
me us
go an
or
do so
to on
of
no so
in if
to
is it
h»
—
mm
it in
if
is us
at no
me
as go
as us
ax
so is

DIRECTIONS
"Each word on this pace has a hone. The richt word is on the house.
Put each word into tho richt house by drawinc a line from the word in the
box that looks like the -word on the house. Let's do the first word to-
gether. Put your fincer en the first word. Now find the house that has e
-7ord just like that on« ©n it. Draw a line from the word under your
fincer to the word on the house. Look at the next word. "There does it be-
lone? Draw a line from that word to the richt house. You are to do each
one in the same way. Be sure to look at each word carefully before you
draw the line. M
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c*me
his
blue
run
pome
blue
his
run
his
Hue
run
come
blue
come
run
his
come
!
his his
run n
come
his
blue
run
come
blue
his
run
his
blue
run
come
blue
come
run
his
come
his
run
blue
'MX
. 9s
.
DIRECTIONS
"Look at the top of yuor page. You will find the picture
of two dogs. Under each dog is the word "dog". The little house
is the dog house so you will find the word "dog" on it also. Look
at each one of these words carefully so that you are sure you know
just how it looks. In the story there are many of these words.
Each time you find the word "dog" put a circle around it. (Be sure
the ohildren know which word to find. If any child needs help give
it to him by showing him how to find the first word.) When you have
finished finding the words I will read the story to you."

dog
Once upon a time a little white dog went for a
walk. He met a little black dog. The little black dog
said, "Bow-wow, where is a little dog like you going at this
hour?" "I am going to the dog house/' said the little white
d^)g. "My dinner is waiting for me at the dog house." "May
I come too," said the little black dog. "Yes, you may,"
said the little white dog. So the little black dog and the
little white dog went to the dog house for dinner.
''t
DIRECTIONS
These words are printed on the "blackboard low enough for the children
to see them and reach them-,
am car '3gg going
in "big did from
an for oat little
light hand care have
Uo regular order is necessary "but "be sure the children can
roach tho word, Thn wor^s print nd on tho tag-hoard aro cut apart
and put into a packr
Whon tho childrnu aro ready flash thn first word. Allow about five
seconds to pass thon turn it down and call on somo ono in the group
to find tho sano yzord on tho board. Tho child may framo tho word by
putting his hands around it or ho may point to it. Additional
practico may bo givon by mixing tho cards up and flashing thorn again.
Not all of tho words am flashod so tho child must distinguish botwoon
tho similiar onos B
Do not make tho period too long so that the childron loso in-
torost. Ton minutos should bo long onough to givo at loast t»ro
matchings for oach word. Any word giving troublo should bo flashod
several timos 3

"Look at. -tho first row of lutt»;rs." Hn.vo t)n» -r».hj 1 -r^r. put, thuir
f in.^rrr—on tho first row so %h*t nil know whoro thoy *\ro to work.
"Find thii first lwtt r ir. tint row." "Pat your fin.~or on thu first
lot tor."
Row put your fin^or on -mother lottor in tho row thnt looks just
liko it. ITow find pjiother on IfeWo tho children find nil of tho n's
in tho first row.
ITow put tho. thin p-vpor ovor this p~f~o. M-iko tho first lottor in tho
row. Now n"ko just tho lottor* in th«t row th°t look just liko it.
Hum you finish th".t row do tho snno in tho noxt row. Bo sur>: to
make only the letters th*\t raw liko tho first letter in ench row.

m m s fa - r rn
1 ff + 1 h r
Jr.[3___t Jr t T n
b dP b 1 o a
n in m t n n o
c c o a c d C
Vr { + f k f
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DIRECTIONS
Toll tho chlldron that on this pago thoy will find somo pictures
with words undornoath tnom, Tho so words toll what tho picturo is.
For oxaraplr hare thorn find tho picturo of tho pig, Then toll thorn
tho word undor it says pig. How havo thorn find tho picturo of tho cow.
Toll thorn what tho word is. Eavo thorn put thoir fingor undor tho
word cow. How toll thorn that in tho lino of words in tho middle of
tho page thoy will find two words that look just liko tho word cot/,
"TJho can find thorn"? Whon thoy havo found thorn havo tho childron
tako thoir jrnsils and draw a lino from the word undor tho picture to
each of tho words in tho lino, Tho noxt stop is to find boy. In
ovory caso thorn arc two words in tho list to match with tho word
under tho picturo. Toll thorn that many of tho words look almost "liko
so thoy must watch carofully ooforo thoy draw tho lino.
If somo child has troublo help him to find tho first word and
then lot him find tho socond ono.
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DIRECT 1 01TS
Put tho following words on the 'black "board, conn, crow, cone
T.d so~c. Er.v tea children find tho two words th~t look alike. When
they hare found then harro sonoonc put a circlo around tho two words. Toll
then next that in each of tho boxes on their papor thorn *»r*j two words
that look just alike. Th<
-y rtfv to find then and put a circlo ".round it.
Only two words in u^ch box '.re just alike,.

is
an
-? r-
1 3
to
In
to
is
In
is
us
as
us
pen
Tan
box
pen
fall
barn
fall
dovm
clov/n
down
brown
clown
boy
girl
bOX
boy
down
done
dong
done
norse
house
house
home
hen
he
her
hen
fell
fall
full
full
want
went
wina
went
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it f<
DISSCJICWG
Mothor sont Jack to tho storo to buy the vi^< 'tables for dinner.
He saw many things in th*i stor^. Sono wore vo^t-blos some w r«< not.
Look r.t tho pictures on your pa*jo. Find the pictures of " vogot-blo
that Jack bought. (3^ v- ry sur^ that tin; children know which ayu thn
vegetables. Havo tkon find each one bofore thoy begin my of the work.)
The norao of oach v-.^otafclo is und<:r it. In tho space below tho pic-
tures .-.ro the n^acs of tho vog. ^tables. (Havo tho. children find tho place
by putting tkoir f in,~- -r on tho space whor«s tho words are.) Look -t ooefa
word . If it is tho nT.o of tho vo^et-bl^. put - circle around it. Use
your pictures and words at thn top of your pa.^o to help you. Bo sure to
find just tho nones of tho vo^t^bles Jack bought.
As tho children finish thoy nay bo directed to put a circle, around
each lottor in the lint: that is like tho lotter in the box at the
bo,~innim~ of tho lino.
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milk PUITIPKITT ""crrm ' - lear
cabbage milk chicken
book pumpkin carrots corn
corn cabbage chicken carrots
leaf pumpkin carrots corn
cabbage
-
i i»
book corn milk
h
;
c f r h t h rn h h r c h h
1
S b r b s f b t b b h c r
s s t m s s s n s s n s
m
l
t m r m h m t m t m s
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DIRECTIONS
Give each err: Id his parer. "/hen all arc redely have them look
at the pictures A% the top of the pare • Have them name each picture
and as they do so drar tiiaix attention to the 77ord under it. Tell
them that the -rord under the picture is chair etc.
The next step is t"> have them decide What things belong in the
house. Those four things 77cro meant to be found - chair, table, pan,
and clock, but if the children name turtle and fish let them find
these 77ords also. Do the first two or three *7ords vrith them to make
sure all of the children understand vhat is wanted of them.
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fish clock pan horse
chair
i
pan fish horse
fish horse pan table
horse turtle turtle hen
chair hen clock pan
table table table fish
pan chair chair clftck
hen fish horse turtle
horse clock fish chair
clock horse table turtle
horse chair hen | clock
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DIRECTIONS
Put these four rord3 on the blackboard
rifht nirht sten strav;
si g) t f lifrht stinr still
Have tho children fin!3, the part of o^ch T7ord that look just
-like. (accost only the h-art "i^ht" so that they L et the correct
si t"ht of the or rfjrt tho first tine.) As thoy find the ~nrts
iut *», circle around it. After if/ht has boon found {;o on to the
next four ror^s uri flo the sane thine «ltfa then.
lass out the parers t~> the children. Tell then tc look at m
the first box trith fcur "rords in it. Toll then tc gi the s nr.e '.vith
those w^ris thnt "as done de tho blackboard. Leave the ^~rds on the
beard so that the children nay refer to then if need be. Heir any
-7hc seen to have trouble.

ball tall sun sunshine^
fall call sunny Sunday
ohair church this then
chicken children that three
where v/hat ring sing
v/hen who bring thing
1
1
train tramp strong strip
i
tray track string straw
slide sliding story floor
slid hide more porch
I"
i
l
• little bit mill miller
j title sitting still hill
r r
DIRECTIONS
Put the following ^ords on tho blackboard:
fly go
run you
sing notr
Have sone chili in the group point to tho last letter in tho
first word. Not? have a ohild find a word in the other column that
begins with that sane letter. Drew a line between the two words.
Do the sarsu with each of tho other words, ^on this is finished
givo tho children thoir papers and have then do the sane thing with
tho words in the boxes.
If a child soens confused give him extra help as he works on
his paper.
fait diir: en^ad
»*f* .ft* s&tcv; ©rif
Mtilo a II
r
can vttien touch
i
guess
coat nice train here
cow that thing now
back day over round
bird yes of time
boy know out fire
»—
eggs good did need
eye eat do dress
egg store down off
fall more will street
father
;
last was night
from right when last
please you right nest
plant every round too
pretty town rain doll
fai'tor wntu ihwiiiim. . —— «. . .»..» ••
!
— J
'
.
.
,§
1 j
•
:
DIRECTIONS
Sowe of the words in ohe boxes oa the pa^er are alike others
are not. Tell the children to look at the first two word3 in the
first box. As-; the children -.7hether the words are alike or different.
If the words arc alike cell then to ^ut an "s" on the lino between
the wor J,s. If the worls are different tell then to :ut a "d" on the
line. Do the first t~c or three words with the children to ^ive then
security in the bc£inr.inf. Show then how to nake the letters to be
used.

rat rat
,
is as
cow dog fun fun
pig pig hand hair
dog cat go so
boy boy nut nut
fly fly nest nest
box fox away away
age ago beet beat
can can fly flip
all all be bee
ask all see see
too to black brown
band bang
bark dark
down town
bath bat
coat coat
c lown c lown
go goes
nose now
car car
apple apple
fish fish
come come
OS
3m
xo't
tflSfc JiTBd
mvoj a vo
:
.< rtfBd
Put these TOjrta on the blackboard: vrat cat sat hat) Ho-ld
up tho card /it"; the' -rord "hat" pa it. Have the children look at the ~ord
for about five sccrrds. Tel?. <Efc.«a tho mrd is hat then turn it do-n and
have some one in the class find tho rrord aftojag the ones on the board. Tnen
the T7ord is found h*.V3 tho child put a circle around it. If further match-
ing is desired have the child hold the card under the vrord found.
Have tho children find the first lino on their gapers. Bo sure they
find the right one by having then shon .There it is either by putting their
finger on it or r ointing to it. Hold u;: card number I for five seconds
then turn it dorm and have the children find the v/ord and gut a circle
around it. It ..light be \7ell to toll then that the rords look very much
alike and that they must —atch closely.
Do each rov; the srmc "ray. If sore child cannot find the r/ord flash it a
second time. This is net a test but a practice lesson.

cat cod cot sat
on an in it
is as us in
all ill ale eel
are end and add
big bad boy Pig
but boat bird bird
tan hand hill house
wagon puppy rabbit kitten
more morning mother make

Take out your l_\ c.J stwdifi- iar* La children a .red color and r*ff
)
"Pind your red color. Put it at ths top of your desk." Do the same with"- *
each of these colors - "blue
,
green , and orange ,
"Look at the top of your page find the letter that looks like this "A". 1
Put it on the hoard. Be suro that oach child finds tho lottor. Tell tho
children to put a rod lino through tho lottor. Put a groon lino through tho
letter that looks like this. Put tho "S" on the hoard and hare the children
find it.
Put a Dluo lino through tho lottor that looks liko this "T",
Put an orango lino through tho lottor that looks liko this "M"
•
Toll tho children:
"On tho linos hclow are some words. Evory timo you find the lottor "A"
put a rod lino through it." "Whon you h-wo found all tho "A' s" look at tho
next lottor and find thoso. Be suro you uso the samo color that is on it."
"If you forgot what color to uso for tho lottor look up at tho top of
your pngo to soo what color is on it. Find all of one kind "before you look
for another."

aband a •and ;o mother
boy
farm
can that
morning jump arr.
eat arm
ma tch mamma paint
umbrella tall
sat
bat
and
tap
mat
bath
tree ta same make basket
//

Tell the childrna Ubftt 01 thii page i&ey will find some pietoree
with word* underneath tham c Etwflfi irordj toll what tho picturo is.
For ixamplo havo thorn find tho picturo of tho baby, Thon toll them
tho word undor it says, "ba.hy t " "Lo'k at it carofully. In tho middlo
of tho pago you will find two words just liko that word, Drav/ a lino
from tho word undor tho picturo to tho words just liko it in thn
middlo. of tho page," Bo sure tho childron find tho right words.
If some child has troublo holp him to find tho first word and
then holp him to got started with tho socond.
V
baby
t
—
bird.
rabbit
squirrel
hammer
clown
star
bear
baby
leaf
rabbit
fish
spool
duck
squirrel
lamp
bird
leaf
baby
bear
s t a r
clo^n
hammer
bird
lamp
duck
fish
rabb i t
">>
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bear
J
clown
/ >
N
»_J > - J-
S V 7 \ ~1
9
"7
leaf
1^2
soool

"Look at tho first row of lottors" . Eavo th» children put
thoir fingor on tho first row so that all know whoro thoy aro to
work.
"Find tho first lottor in that row. "Put your fingor on tho
first lottnr. Now find all tho letters in that row that aro liko
this first ono. Put tho onion skin ovor it. Tako your poncil
and mako tho lottors that aro liko tho first ono c "

a too a c
h
d
9 h P 3 d
b
b d o
h
d d P
P P b d Q P P
b b d o b 9 b

JPut those words on tho hoard;
town train
trick fly
mother top
Ask tho children to look at tho first throo words."* "Which
word docs not Do,~in liko tho othor two." Draw a lino through that
word. Son lo^k at tho noxt throo words. "What word does not be-
long in that group?" Draw a line through that word,"
"On your papor you will find groups of words liko tho ones
on the hoard. In each group you are to find tho ono word that d^o
not "belong and draw a lino through it."
Give any child holp if ho noods it.

m
flip
town
egg
are
after
run
now
rat
me
my
nest
go
down
fish
house
f lovifer
can
all
and
rest
ring
me
mother
window
milk
clown
give
gone
kite
kill
hill
down
brown
black
lion
like
if
call
apple
chair
-J
kitten
king
bird
brother
blue
lie
little
ill
gone
!
i
pony
t
oaii 1
cage
catch
end
pig
jump
quick
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"Look at tho word at tho top of tho first "box. Tho last two
letters in tho word aro "1" ani ,! n"
.
Look at tho noxt word. Doos
that word ond liko tho top word? Haw somo child answor that question.
Put a circle around that word* Fow look at tho noxt word. Eavo tho
childron toll you whether it ends like tho top word.
Now tell thorn to loo 1.: a* each word in the 'box. If it or.ds
liko tho top word put a circle around it. If not loavo it alono.
Finish tho first "box then go on to tho noxt "box, look at the top
word and find the words that ond liko it„
Holp tho children if tho:/ need it t

fin
ran
bin
then
thin
pin
stop
pot
hot
flop
mop
crop
hop
grin
pen
tari
tin
line
sat
pop
put-
hop
hen
cor
cat
fat
met
mat
sat
flat
set
flit
rit
met
knit
sat
set
cap
tap
that
pat
can
not
sit
bit
kit
bet
hit
bat
mit

This page tolls about Billy and Suo going to tho circus*
Thoso aro somo of tho things they saw at tho circus,
(Here tho toachor and pupils may talk about tho difforont
pictures,)
Now in tho story you will find each ono of thoso words.
When you find ono put a circle! around it, Whon you havo found
thorn I will road tho story and docido on a namo for it*
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One day Father took Billy and Sue to r Circus. The first
thing they saw was a runny clown, he had a big smile and a
little hat. bue was afraid when she saw the big black bear.
Billy had a lot of fun watching the cowboy and his horse
th-t could do tricks.
Father bought some peanuts so they could feed the
elephant.
bue said she liked the little dog that could dance
on his back feet the best.
When it v. as time to go home Father bought Billy and
bue a balloon.

>>6y
"On this page we will do two things so listen carefully,"
"Find all the things in the pictures that fly. ("Have the
children find these.") 1. kite
2. "bird
3. airplane
4. fly
How put a circle around the words in the "box that are tho names cf
things that fly„
Noxt have tho children find all tho picturos of things that
walk but can't fly, %» dog
2 , walk
3, pig
Draw the children's attontion to the fact that houso is not used.
Put an X on tho namos of thoso things.
Toll tho children to uso tho picturos at tho top of tho page
to holp thonu
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BISECTIONS
TChat animal do you soo in tho first picture Tho namo of
the animal is right under the -oicturo. The first one is a pig tho
next a cot/ otc. ((Jo ovor all tho picturos so tho children know
what tho word is. Uow under oach word aro throo orapty spaces. Mako
tho v/ord onco in oach space. Try to make oach lottor look just
liko tho one above it. If any child has trouble making a letter help
him by showing him how to mako it cither on tho board or on a piece
of paper on his dosk.



"On this page w<; will play a gamo of tog. Look at the
C (name) in tho middle! rtf tho fir°t oox., "hat C (name) is going
to catch all tho Tords th»t tngin with tho some lottnr. Draw &
lino from tho :!aM :n t-hj micdlo to oach word that hogins with
tho samo lottor on Oach sido oi tho "box Don't lot tho " c" catch
you "by having him catch tho wrong word,

ago
all
and
can
a
eat
at
come
are
am
177
big how
can be
did b out
bird play
got blue
.from
four
f this
like
floor
too
for
has
fish
know

to
DI3LC!CIC".IS
A. 1. Draw a line from the word "by the picture to the same
word in the "box,
2. Now what two pictures would go together? 7e say door and
window go together because they aro part of a room. Knife and
fork "because ue opt with them. Table and chair go together.
Draw a lino between the words in the box that go together. Use
your picturos to help you„
When ycu finish the top of the page go on to the bottom of
the page and find all the letters or words that are alike in each
row. Put a circle around each ono.
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w3t / DIRECTIONS
"On this pago wo will play a garao of tag. Look at the "An
(namo) in tho middle of tho first "box. That "A" (name) is gjing
to catch oil tho words that hogin rath tho samo lottor. Draw a
lino from tho "A" in tho middle to oach word that "begins with tho
samo lottor on oach sido of tho "box." Don't lot tho "A" catch you
"by having him catch tho wrong word.
m
can
and
car
our
chair
other
cake
eat
could
do
v
-I r<
nice
much
right
must
mother
m
more
hand
mine
now
milk
done
here
dress
boat
daddy
sot
picture
basket
people
blocks
good
drink
play
door
because
put
day
pretty
place
quiet

DIBJ5CHOi*3
Look at the three pictures at the top of the page. The first
picture is a (Ask the children what it is) Yes, it is a
boat. The word undor tho picture is "boat." Tako your poncils
and nako tho word on tho linos undor tho word. When you finish
that word go to tho next word.
As tho childron finish tho top of tho pago toll thon to
find all tho words in oach lino that looks just liko tho first
word undor tho picturo.
Gdvo childron any holp noodod.

ho at t r e 6 ball
bat bolls bath
bakeball ball
horse house home hose horse
ton
house
house horn hook house house
R2r-
cars cart
• carch crrd. cart
_cart_
case cart care cart cats
squeak squ.1 rrel s qua sh squirrel
squirrel
squeeze
1
squirt squirrel squirrel
it
DIRECTIONS
"On this page we are going to do the work together.
Look at the pictures at the top of your paper." Find a
picture of something we eat " Let the children find - 1. cake
2. fish
3. corn
4. apple
They may find "pig" and "hear" which will ho correct also* Now
have thorn put those words undor tho word "Eat" at the "bottom of the
page.
As thoy finish this toll thorn to find all tho animals and
put thoso words undor "Animals." If some of tho. words aro repeated
such as "hoar" and "pig" it is corroct.
The last step is to do tho s-une with tho namos of toys.
Again if some words aro repeat od do not call thorn wrong.



DII02C!EIC:<$
Today wo aro going to soo how many words you can match
correctly.
You havo moro words than I have, so somo of thorn you won 1
find. Bo sure you find tho right words.
I will show you a word, look at it carefully thon find th
same word on your papur and put an "X" on tho word.
(Show tho word 5 soc
.
, and turn it down*)
Tho words to find will ho around tho odgo of tho card.

1engine blocks into
|i
kind only doing
church
1
fast hard
i
room
\
1
small
i
* * • i
airplane

Put the following words on the "board,
inside ^ *J //
something ' '\
today
sailboat
"Look at the first word in the column. The word is "inside."
There are two small words in this word. They are "in" (put on hoard)
and "side" (put on board apart from "in"). Do the same with each of
the words, so they look like this: -
some boat
i n day
sail thing
to side
Now have the childron draw a line from ono part of the word to
the other to show the word c
Tell tho children that their papers are just like the work on
tho board. They arc to draw tho line from ono word to the other.
Show thorn how to do tho first ono by doing it with thorn.
If somo child noods nxtra holp work with him furthor.
I
7 < -
•
—
^
—
today into
something everybody
sailboat - bluebird
playhouse birthday
outdoors baseball
inside anything
everything atternooti
in thing in body
some side every to
to bouse blue bird
sail thing birth thing
out day base
•
noon
UUd U any oaii
play doors after day
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DIRECTIONS FOR GROUP A JDITORY TEST
Each child needs a copy of the test aad a pencil.
Preliminary Exercise
"We are going to play a game to; ay using our ears and our eyes. Ve are
going to listen and watch rery carefully. Listenl What sound does the en-
gine of a train make? What sound does the wind make? What sound does an
airplane make? What sound does a drum make? Listen! F,f,f ,f,f,f . n I*m
goin, to say some words that begin with f. You say them after me." Dictate
i
for, fat, fire, from. "Now open your books and fold the page baok so that
you can see these pictures—a bird, a ball, a basket and a boy." Check to
be sure each child has the correct page. "We are going to uiark some of
these pictures, but not all of them. We shall work together. Listen very
carefully. Look at the pioture of the bird. Listen carefully. Beet, bird.
Does bird sound like beet at the beginning? Yes. Mark it like this,
(illustrating) Listen again, beet, ball. Does ball sound like beet at the
beginning? Mark it." Continue the same way with the other two words invthe
line. Check carefully to be sure all are following the directions.
"Now look at the next line! le are going to mark the things in this
line that be^.in like cake . Listenl Cake, candle. Does candle sound like
cake at the be3inning? Yes, so we shall mark the candle. Listen, cake, cat.
Shall we mark the cat? Yes, mark the cat. Listen, cake, man. Does man
sound like cake at the beginning? No. we won't mark man."
"Look at the next line. This time we shall mark the things that be.-in
like dance. Listen—danoe, dog. Do they sound alike at the beginning? Yes,
so we shall mark the dog. Listen, dance, door. Do they sound alike at the
beginning? Yes, mark the door. Listen oarefully—danoe, table. Will you

mark the table? No. Listen, dance, duck. Will you mark the duck? Y-s,
mark the duck."
"Look at the next line. We are going to mark the things in this line
that begin like father. Listen—father, football. Does football be in like
father? Yos, mark the football. Listen carafully—father, oanoe. V< ill you
mark the oanoe? No. Listen again—father, fish. Mil you mark the fish?
Yes, mark trie fish. Listen, father, key. Will you mark the key? No."
"Look at the whole page. Did you mark every picture? No. Did you
nark three piotures in every line? No. Sometimes we mark four pictures in
a line, sometimes ua mark two, and sometimes we mark three."
"Turn your page and find the picture of the garden* .V) are going to do
this whole page and I'm not going to help you any more. 3e sure to listen
oarefully and mark only the pictures with names like the words I say. Li I ten
carefully and watch the pictares". Give no more help. Say tha word each
f
time before the name of the picture.
Page 1, Beginning sounds
Row 1, go—garden, ^.oat, Tate, button
" 2, hammer—hat, book, signal, house
n
3, jello—jumprope, jack-o-lantern, ca?;e, Jug
* 4, like—ladder, telephone, lea<
,
lady
" 5, mother—mosse, box, lemon, moon
" S, name--next, night, nail, broom
7, paint—pail, Santa, pear, pencil
" 8, red—rake, rabbit, flower, rooster
* 9, sing—sailboat, saw, balloon, cap
PV.ge 2, Beginning sounds
Row 1, take— toy, toothbrush, daisy, tent
2, wait—window, horse, cow, windmill
3, very—violin, umbrella, vegetables, vase
4, chop—chair, chicken, chain, cnerries
5, shake—shoo, sl"d, shovel, snip
6, true—truck, tree, train, broken
7, 6pell-«-spoon, spider, butterfly, spill
6, stamp—stairs, chimney, rose, star
9, Practice row for final sound. Vi'ork together.
far,.—arm, dress, barn, drum
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"Mow we are going to mark tna ones that sound alike at the end. Listen
carefully."
ra.r.e 3, Final sounds
How 1, early—candy, potau>, cooky, turkoy
1 2, fern—horn, ciowu, wa;„on, i-ipe
H 5, I tart—oarro t, ;;lan\., breau, oar
w 4, do .—ba.-» flag, tub, rug
n 5, crowd—bea, kite, oua, road
* 6, praes—erayes, scissors, ho*, u^ck
1 ?, trick—cloc*, tr ick:, tractor, % ork
* o, ^irl—squirrel, look, hill, bowl
* t| peep—cup, la-sp, face, bat
f'e^e 4, Final sounds
Row 1, wing—swin; ., kin . , string, pin
* 2, run—sun, ear, bun, gua
" 0, sat.—a.ht, ps&s, bat, nut
" 4, Ken—pan, pip, fan, can
" 5, grand—harxu, oand, awisi, boot
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GROUP TEST FOR AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
FOR
GRADE I
Helen A. Murphy
Rhode Island College of Education
Name School
Date Age Grade
Date of birth
Score
Beginning consonants
Beginning blends
Final consonants
Rhymes
Total
Copyright 1941, Helen A. Murphy







VISUAL DISCaiMIHATIQM TEST
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DIHECTIOHS FOK AJHIlilCrERWG VISUAL TEST
Each ohild hat a oopy of the test, a pencil and a colored marker*
Say, "Fut your raarker uader tnis line iiko this ( demonstrating ). I am
going to hold up a o • <-d thst has ouo letter on it whioh looks like ono
letter in that row. uee if vou oan find the letter like thi3." Hold up
Card Number 1* MffA a oirole around this letter on your pupor". Bo sure
each ohllu nas the correct letter, help any ohild needing it.
"Hot* your Barker down to the next line. Can you find this letter?"
(exposing Card Number 2) Be sure all h ve it correct.
"Sow I'm ;jolrv to seo if you c:vn Uo the o:hors without help. :'ove your
marker under the next line, ^auch." (Hold card five seconds.) "f*e.rk and
novo your markor".
Continue these directions before eao.i line. 3e sure the onildren
watch all the time the card is exposed.
The fllllllm arc the key letters and vrorJs: £,«,B,o,w,c,a,l,s,t,k,y,
x,v t e,u,n,J,i,f ,h,r, all. nip, boy, man, saw, 3a*, block, burn,
first, nose, spice, drop* Jump, alone, cloa
,
vorld, forget, terrible, p.irts,
quite, different, euro, infom, certain, heel, capital.
The score is the number of r.orroct lcems.

GROUP TEST FOR VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
FOR
GRADE I
Helen A. Murphy
Rhode Island College of Education
School
Age Grade
Copyright 1941, Helen A. Murphy
1. m s o g y 14. w u v y n
2. e o s m f 15. c o a e d
3. h m n u v 16. w u n m v
4. e a c o r 17. m o h n r
5. v w u m n 18. g y 3 i % .., fl
6. c e o a r 19. e i J 1 t
7. e o c g a 20, f t h k 1
8. t 1 h b k 21. n m k 1 h
9. s c z m f 22. r o n m u
10.. ti k 1 t f 23. p d b q g
11. h k t f 1 24. g b p q d
12. g p y q h 25. p g b d q
13. s x o m z 26. d p g q b
1 • a u Dan lvJ. nose ice
ill all fall mice race nice
p 110 on J--L • bptJdK specK
imp in nip stick spice peck
o • uoy 1 p ui lp prop
day boys play drops rap drop
A
<± • Mo IIloll jump jest
name man run just Jot must
DdW 1A70 Y"» aiong arounu
as was waste alone lone atone
t IS sit 15. clear clean
sat it site close climb lean
7. dark lack lb
.
W0U1Q word
clock black block world whirl wound
Qo. barn Dun 1 f • i orgo
u
Large
o
burn bar done forget forgotten first
y. frost I irst lo. terror tremble
fast firm trust trouble terribly terrible
19.
party
par
part
park
dark
23. inform uniform
reform information form
20.
quack
quite
quiet
quick
quit
24 » curtain certain
sustain curtains maintain
21. dinner
different
differ
difference
25. hovel shave
shovels shrivel shovel
22.
secure
sure
server
scare
cure
26. contact contain
contract capital convict
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ORAL READING TIST
i: =1
201
VOCABULARY COMMON TO PRE-PRIMERS AND PRIMERS INi
Easy Growth In Reading, Winston Company
Cathedral Reader* j Currioulum Foundations Series, Soott,
Foresman Company
Basic Readers i Curriculum Foundations Series, Scott,
Foresman Company
a get pigs want
all girl play wanted
and go pony 7/as
are good pretty we
at good-by went
away guess ran what
Baby red where
ball happy ride white
big have run will
birthday he with
black help said
blue hen sat yellow
boats here saw you
bow-wow home school
boy see
but I she
in something
MM it tail
can is thank
cluck that
come Kittens the
M«ni they
likes this
did little three
do look to
do£: too
doll make Tom
down me toys
mother two
eat my
e ;s under
farm no up
fast not
Father
find oh
for on
fun one
funny our
out

Tora^s Birthday
It was Tom 11 s birthday. He
did not have school. Mother*
Baby, and Tom went for a r d
They nan ted to get eggs at th
Guess what they saw. They saw
three black and white cows t
yellow kittens, a pig with a
tail. and a pony*, too. The
ran fast. A big dog came out
said. *Bow~wow.
"
It was fun at the farm, 1
was happy. He said, 11 1 like
rfarm. Mother* but I like oui
too* I like to eat eggs.
I Father, for our ride."
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Toys
[/ All boys and girls want to have
toys to play with. Boys want
something that can p,o un and down.
They help make toys. They make
little boats that look like big boai
A girl likes a pretty doll. She
is good to it. Baby likes a red
and blue ball.
Where are the toys? Are they
in the house? Did you put the to
away ?
10 I
in a\od L I
A
3&d3 gniilctonoa
a^nni ^leri ^oriT
id ad nod olidil
s a o ;I i I Ilia A
.oi oi booj] a i
. I lad 9wld ban
t 91B S t 9 flW
come here
good- by
see me run
my
' no
sat
we
under
on
sand
cry
name
sun
fat
catch
seen
call
t abl e
river
people
chair
qui c k
first
picture
break fast
-
p$jime School
Tom' 3 Birthday
It was Tom 's birthday, He did not have school. Mother,
Father,
.
Baby, and Tom went for a ride, T^ey wanted to get eggs
i
a-;
, the. farm. Guess what- they saw. They saw three black and
*h?.t.e cows,, two yellow kittens, a pig with, a funny tail, and a
pony,
; tcoo The- pony ran fast*. A big dog came out and said,,
n 3c ,v-wow
r
6 . ne hen said,. "Cluck"
.
It was fun at the. farm. Tom was happy* He 3aid, "i }ike
this farm Mother, but L like- our home, too. I like to eat: eggs.
Thank you,.. Father, for our ride."
Toys
All boys and girls want to have toys to play with. Boy3
want
.. something
.
that can go up and down* They help make toys*
Tiiey make little boats that': look like big boats. A girl likes a
pretty doll. She is good to it*. Baby likes a red and blue baii r
Where are the toys? Are they in the house?. Did you put. the toys
away?
come here good~by see me run my no
sat we under on sand cry name. sun
ifet catch seen call table river
people chair/ quick first picture
breakfast r
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By Anna M. Engel, Assistant Director, Special Education, Detroit Public Schools,
and Harry J. Baker, Director, Psychological Clinic, Detroit Public Schools
Last name First name Initial . . . Sex : M . . . F
City School Birth date
Rating Mental Age IQ
EXAMINATION: FORM A
No. OF
Test Score
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Total
A Test 1
"O o oo
Score: Test 1
Published 1937 by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New Y'ork, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1935 by Anna M. Engel and Harry J. Baker. Copyright 1921 and 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights rtserrtd
PRINTED IN U.S.A. DBF6IT-7
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.

Detroit Beg. First-Grade Int.: Rev.-
A
Score

Detroit Beg. First-Grade Int. : Rev.-A
Score

Detroit Beg. First-Grade Int. : Rev.-A
Test 10
[ 8 ] Score
DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION TEST
By Eliza F. Oglesby, A.M.
Formerly Assistant Supervisor of Reading <
Detroit, Michigan
EXAMINATION : FORM A
For Primary Grades
Name Score
(First name, initial, and last name)
Age last birthday years months
Grade Teacher
School
%
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright 1925 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, odwrt : f :
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
Word Ree. Test : A
Word Rcc. Test : A
two big balls
three little balls
a bird's house
a house on a hill
a father bear
a mother bear
22
a mother
making a bed
a bird sleeping
21
a bird flying
over a tree
25
some apples
on a tree
26
some apples
on the ground
27
a boy with some
bread and milk
[3]
Word Reo. Test : A
a boy playing
in the rain
29
a girl running
into a house
30
a girl running
up a hill
* 3
a girl running
down a hill
3
some leaves
on a tree
33
some leaves
under a tree
34
a boy going
for a walk
35
a boy buying a
can of corn
36
a father telling his
little girl to come
37
a bird eating corn
38
a bird singing
to her little ones
39
a girl giving her
bird some water
[4]
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DETROIT WORD RECOGNITION TEST
By Eliza F. Oglesby, A.M.
Formerly Assistant Supervisor of Reading
Detroit, Michigan
EXAMINATION: FORM B
For Primary Grades
N'ame Score
(First name, initial, and last name)
Age last birthday years months
Grade Teacher
School
City Date
nest
a girl running
a bird in a tree
\
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago
Copyright 1925 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, odwrt : e : b-2 1
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
Word Rec. Test : B
boy
2
girl
3
apple
1
mother
king
fi
bird
7
house
8
father
9
door
10
children
11
bed
12
milk
13
horse
14
[2]
some boys and
girls
a black bear
us
a white bear
17
one big ball
IS
two little balls
19
a can of corn
20
a boy eating
corn
21
a milk man
a fire man
a boy making
afire
24
a house for a
bird
25
a bird sleeping
in a tree
26
a bird flying over
an apple tree
a bird under
an apple tree
Word Pa:c. Test : B
[3]
Word Rec. Test : B
a girl going
into a house
29
a girl buying
some bread
30
some leaves
on a tree
31
some leaves
on the ground
32
three children
playing ball
a father with his
three children
34
a girl telling a
boy to come
a boy walking
in the rain
36
a boy walking
up a hill
1 37
a boy walking
down a hill
38
a mother singing
to her little girL
C» 39
a mother giving
her little girl
some water 4
[4]
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